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Background and Application 1

CONCEPTS THROUGH PROCESS
Ails Curriculum Guidelines

PURPOSE

CONCEPTS THROUGH PROCESS is a design for thinking about and organizing arts experiences for All students. There are three

emphases
- Engaging students and teachers in an expansion of their notions of the arts
- Helping them to feel, sea, hear, and synthesize the relatedness of each art to each other art through theworking/learning

process shared by people Involved in the arts
- Infusing the behaviors gained through arts-derived experiences into the educational and societal life of every student and

teacher.

PREMISES

CONCEPTS THROUGH PROCESS is based on the following premises:
A concept cannot ba taught. It is a complex of feelings, ideas, knowledge, and external pressures that takes form
and is held covertly by an individual.
Such formation takes time and is only attained through many experiences which involve the person intellectually,

socially, physically, emotionally, spiritually, and aesthetically.
Every person at every level of development can experience the arts in a personalized way.
The arts are not separate from people's lives but an integral part of choice making, working and learning, enjoying

and living. They are the humanizing factors of life.
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Background and Application 2

INTENT

CONCEPTS THROUGH PROCESS is designed to present ten major arts concepts; some evocative thoughts about them; some
ways of workirig with students so that the students will form the concepts; and a means for evolving an ARTS IN EDUCATION program.

The concepts, you will find, are closely interrelated, indeed, some of them overlap to the degree that two or more of them may be
developed to some level of sophistication through the same set of experiences.

The concepts are stated for planning purposes only. At no time is the student expected to say the concept as it is worded.
The same concept may be the basis for a kindergartner's or for a senior high school student's experiences. The inference is in the

complexity or sophistication hi the focus of previous experiences. This is the reason why you will not find any grade levels or age
levels indicated; Le., if the high school student has had no experiences in composition, then that student is ready for an experience
such as 7.4 °Music-Complementary Experiences in the Arts?

Same of the experiences may easily become, through revision, the elements of mini courses, OR student-initiated research. Using
one of the music experiences again, the second example under 3.1 'Music-Complementary Experiences in the Arts? suggests:

'team to play a recorder; form an ensemble; learn to play music by Purcell, Orlando Gibbons, and composers of the classical
period (Haydn, Mozart): try composing or improvising in a contemporary manner with your recorder ensemble..

Such an experience requires an extended period of time and could be developed as a course for students who have shown little
interest in playing with the band or orchestra This experience could be adapted to listening although such an adaption would remove
some of the activeness of the participation.

There are many such examples throughout CONCEPTS THROUGH PROCESS which require thought and imagination by the
teachers who are doing the planningthus, the term 'Working Paper.'

There are accompanying questions, but these are only suggestions of topics for discussion, for further research, for continued
pursuit by the students.

There are examples given of composers and compositions, but they may not be the 'right' ones for your students at their particular
age or sophistication. You will have to select others that do fit.
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REMEMBER

The emphasis is on experience which connotes a se:ies of events and actbne which involve students in

perceiving with discernment
recognizing their inner responses
understanding empathetically
creating expressively
evaluating and
developing skills

An activity is more singularly focussed and is, as such, a part of an experience.

if you are going to provide arts experiences for students, you will need many resources that go beyond the reference book and film

category. You will need

BMW
1. older students to work with younger students
2. artists, artisans, and **yore from your community and beyond

JAM:
1. in your community where students may interact with artists, crafts people, develop particular skills, expand their concepts

2. In your building where arts events may take place
3. In your classrooms where exhbits, demonstrations, quiet contemplation may take place

Naas:
1 . to us*
2. to demonstrate
3. to exemplify
4. to transcend the ordinary
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EVALUATING

In all instances the active involvement of the student in the learning and working process of the creative person is being sought.
Although a product will frequently be the outcome of that involvement such is not always the case. Therefore an expanding set of
criteria for evaluation is needed.

Such measures evolve through:
dialogue with the students as to what they felt, learned, or need to know
the keeping of journals or portfolios by both students and teachers
(exemplars of various experiences at different developmental levels) providing a continuum from year to year

CFI

through noting such positive behaviors as:
students initiating projects, research, and experimentation
students working diligently to perfect skills, understand fully the implications of an idea, event or work, or
seeking other ways of expressing the same thing

- students establishing personalized styles
students sharing Insights with other people.

There are other measures, of course, and you will want to note them and put them in some kind of order for purposes
of reporting progress to the students themselves, their parents, and the educational and civic community.

. we should first establish the qualitative experiences we wish our students to participate in, and then see
what we can devise for assessing how well they succeed.°

Arnold Berieant
Education as Aesthetic Process
&gad szi&jai& Education

Vol. 5, No. 3
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SOME SUGGESTIONS

Some of the *Arts Experiences" are quite complex. You may want to form teams to work out the details.

You will also note that the Arts Experiences conform to three different constructs:

1. Two or more of the arts are combined in one experience in which the experience is the product

2. Experiences in the separate arts are added one by one, building to a combined experience

3. A series of experiences in the separate arts each providing the same conceptual framework.

Pun the cards from the packet and compile them with your own ideas.

You may build your program by putting the various components together, adding different facets, and adjusting these
for your students purposes.

Editors' Note: The filecard format of the *Arts Experiences* was selected to enable teachers to use the activitt,:f
separately and in combination, and to add their own arts experiences on readily available file cards.
The cards in the set are color-coded according to arts modalities for easy return to the file.
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CONCEPT*

Artists invent and develop vocabularies, tools, and systems in the artistic process.

To begin a train of thought . . .

how is the artistic expression recorded so that others may perceive it? when you need something and can't find it, you
make it up a word, a sound, an image, a symbd when a system or action has meaning the word makes sense (between
us) ping pong ft a little faster no artistic vocabulary ever means exactly the same thing as it did to the artist a piece of
grass becomes a brush meanings in a given situation analysis of the play a directorial systemStanislofsky Graham
English allegro, largo. fermata bas-relief
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CONCEPT

Artists invent and develop vocabularies, tools, and systems in the artistic process.

WHY NOTATE?

Work in groups of threean originator, a doer, and an observer. While the observer has his or her eyes closed, the
originator shows a movement pattern to the doer to perfect the sequence. When the doer thinks the sequence is learned
well enough, the doer then °teaches" it to the observer. The originator becomes an observer, allowing the doer to
communicate the pattern to the person whose eyes were closed. Discuss and compare the dance as the originator felt
as the doer felt it , and as the observer felt lt. What happened to it as it went from one person to another? What could have
been done to transfer the spirit and form more completely? Try a similar procedure with a sound pattern, a poem, a
dramatic scene. (The °observer could be thinking about one of these while the °originator and °doer are working
together.) Having observed some of the difficulties that arose when you tried to communicate your ideas to others, work
out a system of notatbn or investigate those that have already been established for this purpose.

1 1
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CONCEPT 4)
Artists invent and vocabularies, tools, and systems in the artistic process.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: Because every art process has inherent tools, systems, and vocabularies, knowledge of which provides
students with greater range of means to accomplish the goals they have established for themselves,
numerous experiences can be identified in each of the arts. This does not mean that the use of all tools and
the steps of all processes or systems must be learned before the student can set about expressing an idea

or feeling. The important aspect of this concept is the recognition of "need-to-know* and, in some cases,
the lineed-to-Invenr ways of communicating procedural Information. The factor of way-of-doing should be
part of the student's goal and should be encouraged through dialog between the student and the teacher.
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CONCEPT

Artists invent and develop vocabularies, tools, and systems in the artistic process.

POINTS OF DEPARTURE

View a film such as 'Junkyard- (Bally Film Associates) without the sound. Discuss the feelings, ideas, and percepts that
evolved as you saw the film. Now see it again with the sourd. Were your feelings, ideas, and percepts changed when the
sound was added? Select a section of the film and show Just that section to another group ot students. How are their
ideas, feelings, and percepts the same as or different from yours? What caused the sameness or differences? Do you
think this film was edited-in-the-camera or on an editing machine? How did the movie maker go about planning the film?
How did the movie maker achieve visually and auditorily a conceptual framework? You may want to follow-up your
discussion with the study of McLaren% film on filmmaking. Select a short science film and after viewing it, prepare a sound
tape that pnxkices a mood (i.e., horror, merry making, contemplation) and show the film again with its new 'sound track."
Discuss the audiovisual interrelationship and the meaning that is achieved. As ideas developed, how did you keep track of
them? What did you need to know?

13
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CONCEPT 0
Artists invent and develop vocabularies, tools, and systems in the artistic process.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

The most direct relationstilp Is by way of the recognition of how and why we use symbols to communicate ideas to others.
It Is wnh the concepts of encoding and decoding abstract systems that students are confronted when they read, convute,
notate chemical and physical changes, make and reed maps, charts and graphs, and every time they put a mark on a piece
of paper. Reading the °notes" of the choreographer, the composer, the drama director, and the scenic designer and the
still more abstract systems of the visual artist are al part of the same process.
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CONCEPT 0
The audience's understanding ano appreciation of a work of art relate directly and primarily to the open experiencing of the work. This
openness permits understanding and appreciation to be creative acts in themselves.

ARTISTIC GROUPS

Arrange for artistic groups to interact extensively with students and teachers, e.g. a dance, music, or drama ensemble that works

improvisationally might use the following structure for their activities:
1. The ensemble and teachers discuss improvisation:

a. its characteristics and ingredients.
b. the necessary rapport among participants.
c. origin of structure and its function.

2. The ensemble performs one or more of its improvisations for the total participating student population.
3. Various members of the ensemble work with small groups of students helping them to become responsive and sensitive toward

one anothsr, the art form, and improvisation within that art form.
(This may comprise a number of sessions.)

4. The ensemble performs one or more of ils improvisations for the total student group again so that students can observe how

within the same structure two different outcomes result. If the group hes been able to spend an extended period of time with the
students, it may be possble to include some of the students rn the performance or to include a student structured improvisation.

5. Teachers and students contibue their work with an occasional 'drop in' by one of the ensemble members.

Arrange for field experiences in the arts
1. Visiting studios and galleries, atfilliated occupations (interior decorating or upholstery shops, catering services, print shops,

commercial art and exhthit designers, etc.).
2. Attending a rehearsal.
3. Attending a masters class.
4. Selecting works for an exhibit or program in the school. I
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CONCEPT

The audience's understanding and appreciation of a work of art relate directly and primarily to the
open experiencing of the work. This openness permits understanding and appreciation to be
creative acts in themselves.

AESTHETIC CORNER

Arrange for and maintain a continuously changing aesthetic corner:
1. In a corridor, a section of the resource center, in classmoms.
2. Include exemplars from several of the arts at once.
3. Include exemplars of various styles, forms, and organizations.
4. Include films, slides, tapes by using rear screen projection booths or carrel arrangements.
5. include artists (both men and women, of various ethnic and cultural groups) actually wortilng in their particular att.

6. Include times when students and artists can interact.
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CONCEPT

The audience's understanding and appreciation of a work of art relate directly and primarily to the
open experiencing of the work. This openness permits understanding and appreciation to be
creative acts in themselves.

To begin a train of thought . . .

can the reception of an artwork be prescribed? do all people "see" things the same? hang loose are there ways to help
people to experience works without prescribing? what if people doni like the work? what does It mean to like or not like?
WOW will it glow? what is meant? "A great poem is like a mortal wound," Robert Frost an experience with a work of art
means that I am never the same again It has caused a change in me l may not recognize yet what that change is the
change In you may be different
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CONCEPT

The audience's understanding and appreciation of a work of art relate directly and primarily to the
open experiencing of the work. This openness permits understanding and appreciation to be
creative acts in themselves.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: Bringing students, teachers, artists, and their wort together for open experiencing of an art form requires

thoughtful planning. ft Is Just as easy to develop a negative concept about an artistic style, form, or
organization as it is to develop a positive concept. In addition there are societal, cultural, and, possibly,
educational pressures that have already begun the establishment of bias toward artistic expressions.
Obtaining community support and participation Is, therefore, quite Important.
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CONCEPT

The audience's understanding and appreciation of a work of art relate directly and primarily to the

open experiencing of the work. This openness permits understanding and appreciation to be

creative acts in themselves.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

The directness of the relationship is dependent upon the topical programming. The "aesthetic corners" may incorporate

concepts evolving from environmental, political, social, or economic concerns. Mathematics and science concepts are

important components of kinetic sculpture and electronic music. The field experiences provide means by which

understandings of function and design within the 'practicer arts can be developed. Through careful selection of the

participating groups, intergroup concepts can be emphasized.
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Concept * 1

Individuals and groups develop unique means and forms of artistic expression affected by their own
experiences and culture.

To begin a train of thought . . .

do we all see the same things in the same way? do we all have the same things to see or feel or hear or taste? are we
influenced by natural surroundings? dances and music sometimes seem to emulate animals or things in the environment
what is around me? why is it around me? what influences do beliefs, superstitions, myths have on the way we express
Ideas and feelings? what about daily engagement in work or play, social conventions, station, or attitudes?
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CONCEPT

Individuals and groups develop unique means and forms of artistic expression affected by their own
experiences and culture.

OUR OWN FORMS

Using a social, political, economic, geographic, or historic theme of contemporary import, groups of students assemble
environments which interpret and communicate their feelings and understandings through shapes, colors, textures,
sounds (instrumental, environmental, words, syllables, etc.), and movement. If each group works with the same theme,
the sharing of other groups' endeavors brings out comparisons of the uniqueness of each 'product.' If different themes

are chosen by each group, the discussion may center on the individual's personal responses to the environment, bringing
out the idea of t ;e uniqueness of each person within a given environment. Discussion may also focus upon the success
of the endeavci in communicating or interpreting an idea through symbolism or objective information. Where and why
particular symbolism or objective information was used are topics for discussion also. It is important that students
recognize the fact that the group effort is possibly different from that which may have been produced by an individual.

4 1
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CONCEPT *
Individuals and groups dev9lop unique means and forms of artistic expression affected by their own

experiences and culture.

FORMS OF OTHER CULTURES

Assemble an image-sound-texture-aroma-taste experience that focuses upon a particular culture or time period within that culture's

history. Take into consideration: 1. living patterns as evidenced in home construction and daily routines or rituals (such as the

Japanese tea ceremony or traditional shapes given to breads); 2. the language patterns and tones as well as the patterns of

movement seen and felt in the dance and heard in the music; 3. the visual patterns used In decoration, shape given to clothing,

ornamentation; and 4. the celebrations or 'religious' rituals practiced by the people.

Arrange to participate in a number of different experiences within the planned environment. On one occasion listen to folk tales andlor

poetry; another time learn a dance andfor develop one of your own; at stilt another time, begin working upon a textile design which

incorporates the techniques (i.e. batik, tie dyeing, silk screen) frequently used by the people; (to use the symbols or patterns of

another culture may produce a orally product that has little personal meaning); at another time, compose music using instruments and

musical scale of the culture; anf:. at still another time, rearrange the whole environment because your experiences, research, and

thinking has brought a new, mor complete concept of the culture.

0) I)
4,
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CONCEPT

Individuals and groups develop unique means and forms of artistic expression affected by their own
experiences and culture.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: OUR OWN FORMS--Deliberate grouping by sex, race, or ethnic background, each groupworking with the
same theme may bring out pertinent perceptions of group identification and image.

FORMS OF OTHER CULTURES--Whereas :such an environment could be used to motivate research and
expression by both secondary and elementary students, the assembfing effort could also be a synthesizing
experience for the older students as they prepare the environment for younger students.
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Individuals and groups develop unique means and forms of artistic expression affected by their own
experiences and culture.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

The themes or topics for such environments is limitless, ranging from historic, geographic, economic, social, and political to scientific
and ecological. Architectural features and home building details provide ties with industrial arts (particularly those secondary programs
which center on carpentry, planning, and building). Textile and clothing design, home planning, and food preparation provide
integrative experiences for home economics. Counting, computational, and measurement systems link the arts experience to
mathematics in obvious and subtle ways. Hearing the rhythm, tone, and flow of the spoken language may elicit interest in learning the
language and certainly overcome the 'strange-therefore-funny sound' syndrome amung students. Such experiences will help modern
and classical language students to understand better the culture of the people who speak of spoke the language. Reading skills are
reinforced and developed in a variety of ways, a few of which are obvious in 1. the amount of research (with the vocabulary building,
comprehension skills, and interpretation this implies) that must be done to produce such an environment and 2. will be motivated by
experiences within the environment. Excited students will be producing their own reading materials as direct outgrowths of their
experiences. Other language skills are developed in the poetry and story writing that is planned into the experiences. Listening with
discernment becomes a natural and essential activity.
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CONCEPT *
People's play, entertainment, ceremony, and ritual may involve those people in artistic processes
and as such constitute a portion of their art.

To begin a train of thought . . .

participatory and communal or social experiences part of art, of culture people story telling folk art importance a culture
attaches to a ceremony understanding people frequently documented Ukrainian Easter Eggs Kabuki Theatre country
western jazz Mummers Parade Mardi Gras weddings The Mass quilting bee
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CONCEPT *
People's play, entertainment, ceremony, and ritual may involve those people in artistic processes and as such constitute a
portion of their art.

DEFINING THE DIFFERENCE
Learn some of the dance steps that have been popular during a particular period. investigate the customs of dress and interior design
and perform them together in that spirit. (recreation) Working in groups, choreograph a sequence of tap steps, stomps, high kicks, and
jazzy grapevine steps. Imagine a theatre Of club environment and perform for the other groups. (entertainment) Analyze a known ritual
(wedding ceremony, graduation, religious) and decide on appropriate rovements. Imagine the environment and perform. (ritual)

A CELEBRATION
Plan a celebration-of feeling and sensing, of nature, of seasonal cycle, of people-that will involve the school as a community giving it a
communal spirit and transcend everydayness. Each class may generate its own celebration ideas. Give consideration to what each
person can do to build a vocabulary of joy and celebration, to build each act or happening as an explosion into the beautiful and the
Intense with everyone participating.

A RITUAL
Create a beastic List the pts of the creature with each part becoming the responsibility of a member of the class--one person for
each foot, one for each leg, otrh..rs the body, eyes, ears, mouth Assemble the 'beastiew as a ritual with appropriate decorum, chants,
music, lighting, movements. You may want to design your ritual in a more serious vein as an outgrowth of human response or as an
outcry against a contemporary situation. What is the function of ritual in our lives? What kinds of ritual do we participate in? What is the
difference between routine and ritual? Do all peoples have rituals? Has every culture hivt rituals?
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CONCEPT *
People's play, entertainment, ceremony, and ritual may involve those people in artistic processes
and as such constitute a portion of their art.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: This function of the arts in the lives of humankind is frequently neglected as a possibility for developing
aesthetic sensitivities. Student interest in their heritage can be developed through the study of ritual,

celebration, and recreation. The experiences described are just openers and the 0celebratioW is
merdioned as an alternative to the traditional anmral performance.
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CONCEPT *
People's play, entertainment, ceremony, and ritual may involve those people in artistic processes
and as such constitute a portion of their art.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

in addition to the historical and philosophical relationships, celebrations of the type mentioned here can help to emphasize

positive community action and good citizenship.
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CONCEPT +
Artists develop sensitivities and disciplined skills in their search for unique and ultimate forms of
expression.

To begin a train of thought . . .

do ideas for creative work always come spontaneously? work wink wort joyous work practice seeking the 'righr form

for the 'right' idea changing, revising, searching boking again listening again adding new perceptions empathizing

searching, never quite finding simplicity? honesty? realness? point of view? research message different sense
sense of humor when is it finished? how is It done? that doesn't do it scratch that try it again look and see listen and
hear touch and feel stretch
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CONCEPT 'V
Artists develop sensitivities and disciplined skills in their search for unique and ultimate forms of
expression.

As people seriously work in the arts, their total awareness is heightened; they become more sensitive to all aspects of
nature, the environment, and the human condition. They search for better control of ideas and media in order that they
may egiress themselves more Individually and more aesthetically.

Students should have the experience of working with many ideas and forms, but they also need the opportunity to
explore a few deeply and intimatelyto search for their own unique and ultimate forms which can come to fruition only
when control of instrument, materials, and process is complete.

On the last day of his life, Renoir painted 'Anemones,' and as his brushes were laid aside, he spoke his final words: "I think

I am beginning to know something about it.-

Renoir, My Father
Jean Renoir

:30
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CONCEPT +
Artists develop sensitivities and disciplined skills in their search for unique and ult,nate forms of
expression.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: Every arts experience and every complementary
experience in each of the arts should be designed to
establish working and learning modes that encompass
the six interrelated actions of the Arts Process.

DEVELOPING SKILLS PERCEIVING

manipulating. awareness. associating,
perfecting discerning

EVALUATING
editing. valuing. RESPONDING
analyzing simple. functional.

complex

CREATING
active. expressive

UNDERSTANDING
information gathering,
empathetic
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CONCEPT

Artists work in ways that appeal directly and primarily to the senses and emotions.

To begin a train of thought . . .

what makes the biggest impressionwhat I saw, what I heard, what I felt . . .? what excites imagery and new ideas

sounds, images, patterns . . . 1 what grabs and holds your attention? the potter chooses to work with clay because of the

tactile twenties of clay moving is "where it is" for the dancer fun, enjoyment, end satisfaction in exploring the possibilities

of the selected mediummoving, hearing, seeing, feeling it's not what the ear hears but what the head, the whole
responding artist hears sensory channels are primary ways of knowing ". . . even/ perceptual image consists of more than

the sum of its parts . . ". Robert McKim, Experiences in Visual Thinking.
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CONCEPT +
Artists develop sensitivities and disciplined skills in their search for unique and ultimate forms of
expression.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Because the Artist's Process is a mode that takes into account all AVENUES TO LEARNING-sensory, cognitive, intuitive,
and psychomotor-and aft FACETS OF BEING HUMAN-intellectual, social, physical, emotional, spiritual, and aesthetic-the

linking of arts-derived experiences with the concepts of other content areas fashions an integrated program that focuses

on the individual student as an active participant In the educational program.

133
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CONCEPT

Artists work in ways that appeal directly and primarily to the senses and emotions.

THE APPEAL WITHIN OURSELVES

Go off on a texture, color, shape hunt with peeled crayons, a selection of colored papers, and a viewing frame. tf you can

manage a tape recorder as well, take one along. Turn it on as you approach the area where you are going to work so that

your spontaneous remariss and the sounds around you are captured. Begin exploring the area through the viewing frame

noting the change in perspective and perception that is evident when the vision is narrowed or focused on specifics. fs

there a feeling of quiet elegance? depression? waiting? sacktess? happiness? or what? about the place? Select the

colors of paper and crayons and begin gathering rubbings of things you viewed, trying wherever possible to incorporate

the shape into your texture picture. Listen to the play-back of your tape. Could you rearrange, refine, and add to your

words to create a poem? Do you feel as though you want to leap, spin, walk in rigid, tight steps? is there a rhythmic pattern

or a sequence of sounds in the environment or in your words that suggest a melody? Which perceptual channel had the

grealest influence on your feelings? Which medium of expression appealed to you the most?
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Concept 3

CONCEPT

Artists work in ways that appeal directly and primarily to the senses and emotions.

THE APPEAL IN THE ART OF OTHERS

Select a theme or specific topic and assemble pictures, sculptures, films and photographs, music, dance, poetry, drama,
and the artists who wort in each art form. View the worts and talk with the artist with the expressed purpose of coming to
some conclusion(s) as to the appeal upon the viewer and the power of the medium or art form.

If the arts festival described above seems a bit ambitious to you, there are a number of different ways to make
arrangements for arthirts and their mks to be available. The following are only two ways:

1. Bring artists into your classrooms to internt and work with you; painting, writing poetry, weaving, playing roles and
working out new roles, improvising, moving, making rruslc, helping you to get the feel of the medium or art form.

2. Older students may work with younger children in any one of the art forms.
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COnCept $ 4

CONCEPT

Artists work in ways that appeal directly and primarily to the senses and emotions.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: The arts experiences described above deal primarily with the identification of how the arts make their
impression upon people and the appeal certain media have for individuals. Much of this appeal is intuitive and
spontaneous and does not lend itself to quantitative analysis but that does not negate the need to recognize
this quality, particulaily as students begin to feel the need within themselves to develop skills in a specific area.

Many complementary experiences should be arranged in each of the discrete arts so that students will know
what a range of media and forms they have open to them.
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Concept * 5

CONCEPT *
Artists work in ways that appeal directly and primarily to the senses and emotions.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

The sensory appeal of the arts provides additional channels through which students may learn. The work of a filmmaker,
photographer, painter, sculptor, composer, playwright, poet, or dancer may do more to trigger concerted study of a social,
political, economic, or environmental problem than many of the factually accurate texts, and, when coupled with
information, comprehension is more assured.

*Nothing is more basic than the role of the body. We not only move with it, we think with it, feel with it, imagine with it."
Harold Rugg, Imagination, Harper & Row

Because of the sensory appeal, every channel for learning is kept open and students have many more avenues for
*reporting* what they have learned by going beyond labels to attend the feelings evoked.
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Concept 1

CONCEPT *
Artists use processes personalized by intuition, imagination, and selection. These selections are
marked by rational and non-rational criteria.

To begin a train of thought . . .

where do ideas come from? why did you move that way? what made you thhk of thal? you laugh-all I said was "gobble-
de-goole fog-gray, prowling, slithering and crawling into ears, eyes, and coat sleeves, filigreed twigs, whisper air zero
dimensions lavender canvas with white shadows spontaneous feeling reacting chain of thoughts or impressions
choosing and rejecting



Concept 2

CONCEPT 44

Mists use processes personalized by intuition, imagination, and selection. These selections are maited by rational and
non-rational criteria.

SELECTING INTUITIVELY

Prepare a list of words Of phrases such as sting. gross, slippery soap, pearl, bow and arrow, balloon, wriggle, sparkle, servant, rubber-
band, sneeze, etc. Having already developed a signal system (hitting a drum, saying 'go,* whatever), begin walking about at a
comfortable pace in random directions enjoying the space, beginning to leer the movement of the group. At the signal everyone stops.
One of the words is called out Allowing just a second Of two for an image to pop into your head, at the signal, thegroup begins to move
again, but this time the image is Influencing your movement. Try to feel what others are doing without bokin at them and make your own
image-influenced movement. (if flashlights covered with colored gels and rhythm instruments ars handy, there is the possibility of
Introducing these into the experience as imagination, intuition, and selection are practiced. Should you be inclined to use a word
rhythmically as pail of your response, do so.) Discuss your view of what developed, being sure to refrain from comments that focus on
physical capabilities. Project a film (any colorful, image-provoking, non-verbal film) so that it clovers a wall and th bottom of the picture
is only a few inches off the floor. (You may need to use a lens that gives you a different focal length.) Have strips of flexible materials
and reflective surfaces available as you view the film, sensitively inject the materials and yourselves into the image with appropriate
movement.

A similar experience may be developed by oveliaying on the wail the three primary colors from three different light sources. Respond to
words, environmental sounds, percussive 1r melodic music, to each other, and to the silhouetted images on the wait In either situation,
to follow-up your Waive actions with continued imaginative thinking so that you develop a highly personalized 'statement' using an art
form of your own selection.
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Concept * 4

CONCEPT *
Artists use processes personalized by intuition, imagination, and selection. These selections are
marked by rational and non-rational criteria.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: Although it is important to excite students' imaginations, the emphasis here is on helping students to
recognize the legitimacy of using their imaginations and their intuitive responses as a basis for making
honest selections of topics, means, and forms.



Concept * 3

CONCEPT *
Artists use processes personalized by intuition, imagination, and selection. These selections are
marked by rational and non-rational criteria.

WORKING TOWARD METAPHORS

Which is heavier--a boulder or the Kyrie of a Requiem? Which is strongerDylan Thomas' "Do Not Go Gentle Into the Dar*
Night" or Barbara Hepworth's "Single Form" (1961-2)? Which Is thpterBrancusrs "Bird in Space" or a feather?

Upon first reading, the questiors above may seem ridiculously simple, however, these and others like them can lead
students into diverse realms of the imagination and can heighten their understanding of the importance of maintaining
their imaginative, intuitive, and selective powers. The questions may not be answered lightly. Much research, much
internal searching for meaning, and much experimentation with ideas is needed before the question can be answered.

There Is not a right answer. The new metaphor and supporting feelings and thoughts are the important conclusion to
such an experience.
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Concept * 5

CONCEPT *
Artists use processes personalized by intuition, imagination, and selection. These selections are
marked by rational and non-rational criteria.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Any problem solving situation requires imaginative power. Whether it is the enjoyment of a story, the developmental
details of a scientific experiment, or the empathetic understanding of sociological, political, and environmental problems
utilizations of imagination, intuition, and selection is a working/learning style that necessitates total commitment of the

student to the problem at hand.



Concept * 1

CONCEPT

All people need to express and communicate what they feel, understand, and value.

To begin a train of thought .

at sometime almost every day we find ourselves trying to explain something or some feeling to someone else sometimes

we are successful sometimes only partially so help me to understand how does it feel? can I feel it too? why are you

teling me? dki cave people communicate feelings and ideas? how do we know? show me whars Important to you I hear

what you are saying but I see something different the Mass is an outgrowth and expression of faith Styx Prometheus

Hercules Thor Anansi and his sons hunters' dance morality plays cowl jester Spring Equinox women, men, young

and old



Concept * 2

CONCEPT 4*

All people need to express and communicate what they feel, understand, and value.

OUT OF PAST EXPERIENCES

Recall a significant experience, your inner feelings, and outward behaviors at the time. Recall the ways you moved (or wanted to

move), the sounds you heard, what you saw or tasted or felt. Match your recollections with a sound that you make with your voice, a

part of your body, or with something in the environment. Couple the sound with a sequence of appropriate movements. Change the

sound (in tempo, pitch, duration, etc.) and your movements as your recalled incident daates.

FROM NEW EXPERIENCES

With a camera or through gesture drawings, record the movements of a group of people at work or play, or the activities in a certain

place (town meeting, street corner, sports arena). Record the sounds of the event. Transform the recorded Images into a sequence of

simple, perhaps even stylized, movements accompanied by the edited tapes or transform the recorded sounds to instrumentalized
sequences. Try several dances that are clearly related to work, social, or political activities; i.e., Paw Paw Patch, Gustav Skol, or
Mayim. Compare the student dance with the fok dance for their spirit and intent. Some students may want to create acollage or a multi

image and sound environment to represent their perceptions.



Concept * 3

CONCEPT %*

All people need to express and communicate what they feel, understand, and value.

FROM THE IMAGINATION

Contrive a situation; i.e. Simon Says--Be a chick in an egg. Try to break out. The shell is very hart Break out and look
around. Find another chick and communicate your feelings now that you are out of the shell. Go looking for food
together. Find a worm and share it. You are very tired, so go to sleep. (If youhave not seen a chick hatching from the egg,

you will want to have that perceptual experience first.)

THENcompose a simple row of seven or more pitches. Play it on a number of different instruments. Alter its tempo,
rhythm, sequences to conspond to feelings and events In the experience. Capture the mood and spirit and release it in
sound and movement, transforming the experience into an artistic expression. OR reflect on your feelings at any given
time during the situation and represent it in a painting, sculpture, cartoon, In a poem, in a project image . . .



Concept * 4

CONCEPT *
All people need to express and communicate what they feel, understand, and value.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: You have probably already noted that the arts experiences described above are all concerned with the
origin of ideas and feelings, giving some notion of what lead people to the need for expression. There are
other facets to this concept--1. ways in which people do express and communicale and 2. the ways
people feel (happy, sad, angry, compassionate, etc.)



Concept * 5

CONCEPT

All people need to express and communicate what they feel, understand, and value.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Students become more atuned to the human experience and recognize the necessity for interpreting information in light
of differing feelings, understandings, and values. The history of humankind Is enhanced with the realness of the people

who live it. Current social, political, and economic problems may be introduced through experiences such as those
described above. The "recalled incidenr could easily be one having direct relationship to intergroup concepts.
Observing with a camera or drawing tool in hand causes the viewer to see with greater discernment. Language skills are
developed as students are given opportunities to express their Ideas and feelings in detail.



Concept *

CONCEPT*
It is the nature of the individual artist to transcend emergent styles and conventions in the arts.

To begin a train of thought . .

it is impossible to do any parlisular thing the same way twice anyhow, so wtry try? there are a lot ol legitimate ways of doing
each person has the right and obligation to find different, new, or suitable ways to express and communicate personal
insights how do we violate the stereotypes? what causes a stereotypic response? Beethoven, Wagner, Bruckner op

pop concrete conceptual Franz Kline cantilevered
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Concept * 2

CONCEPT *
It is the nature of the individual artist to transcend emergent styles and conventions in the arts.

RESEARCHING INSIDE

Sit quietly and close your eyes. Concentrate your attention on a spot in the middle of your forehead, the top of your head,
or right in the middle and back of your head, whichever is easier. Listen to the sounds within you; visualize a feeling or
object that goes with the sounds. Now listen for other sounds that are nearby; put those sounds with your first group;
keep that image in mind; change the image if necessary. Now listen for sounds fanher away; DON'T LOSE THE OTHER
SOUNDS; put them all together; again change your image it necessary. (At this point you may want to inject some
programmed sounds.) Think of what you have heared and seen. Concentrate. Do any words come tomind? When you
feel that you are ready, transfer the sounds and mind's-eye image into a painting, ceramic sculpture, a poem, a film, a
composition, a dance or a drama, or combinations of any of Uwe. Don't rush, you may flnd that you have to go back to the
beginning several times before you are ready. Note the differences among the expressions around you. Are anyof them
like any you ever saw or heard Of felt before? How are they similar? Is there a recurrent theme, color, type of sound,
dynamic structure? What does this experience tell you about artists?
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Concept * 3

CONCEPT *
It is the nature of the individual artist to transcend emergent styles and conventions in the arts.

RESEARCHING OUTSIDE

Make a cotlectbn-photgraphically, through sketching, or rubbings-of today's stereotypic symbols. Look all around you.
Are all stereotypes bad, wrong? Are they ever useful? Are there stereotypes in sound? in dance? in poetry? in drama?
What are some of the stereotypes in these other art forms? Search out some examples. What is the difference between
an artistic style and a convention? A convention and a stereotype? Why would the following make a two-column hearlline
as a UPI release, 'Arnold Schoenberg: Vienna to Recognize Genius, Shun Music"? A multi-image-sound program of 20th
Century art, dance, drama, film, music, and poetry. Are there any 20th Century conventions?
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Concept * 4

CONCEPT *
It is the nature of the individual artist to transcend emergent styles and conventions in the arts.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: There are, of course, thousands of exemplar works of various conventions and styles. The amount of time
and the depth of study will depend upon students' needs and interests. Very young children as well as
older students enjoy seeing and hearing the work of artists and can begin developing this concept through
such activities. Older students will want to discover more about what was happening at the time-artistically,
socially, politically. In either case, IT IS NOT NECESSARY TO STUDY THE WORKS AND ARTISTS
CHRONOLOGICALLY.



Concept * 1

CONCEPT *
Artists have many ways by which they organize, pattern or form their work, using many elements;
i.e., light, sound, motion, space, time and texture.

To begin a train of thought . .

whai glves something form? how are they put together? organic? geometric? simultaneous? linear? central and
peripheral? by theme and variations? patterns and sequences are all around us in daily experience why are certain forms
selected out of the many that are available? pentatonic symphonic canon dynamics value hue and intensity direction
and flow human-sed superhuman-sized major and minor chords open, soaring folding in, pressing down, confining
static linear spinning percussive glaring high contrast



Concept *5

CONCEPT *
It is the nature of the individual artist to transcend emergent styles and conventions in the arts.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

The knplications for understanding better the culturessociologically, politically, and philosophicallyare numerous. As
students study the 'statements' of artists they are brought into direct contact with the feelings and ideas of the people; i.e.,
when they delve into the motivations that led Picasso into painting "Guernice they are confronted with the realness of
autocratic adminibtrative policies and their effect upon people, particularly in Spain in the latter half of the 1930$. As
students become more aware of the human prerogative of shunning cliches, their research and problem solving skills take
on different dimensions. Consumerism, too, is seen in a new light as the stereotypes in advertising and marketing are
understood.



Concept * 2

CONCEPT *
Artists have many ways by which they organize, pattern or form their work, using many elements;
i.e., light, sound, motion, space, time and texture.

FORMING AND ORGANIZING
One

Go on a reflected image huntreflections in water, mirrors, plate glass windows, concave, convex, and rippled surfaces.
(You will probably find a number of reflective surfaces right in or around the school.) Move objects or yourself into view,
observing the affect of different surfaces upon the image, especially those that produce changes in the emotional
character of the image or give animation to objects. Try a similar procedure with sounds. Compose a five or six note
melody; change the key, the tempo, the rhythmic phrasing, the octave in which it is played or sung. Listen as it is played
on different instruments. Try the procedure with a simple dance sequencea segment of a folk dance, possibly, or one
you have created. Discuss the changes in tone, texture, mood, and any others that may have occurred in the images, the
sounds, and the movement. Select the three (image, sound, movement) versions that work together to produce the
affect you desire.



Concept * 3

CONCEPT *
Artists have many ways by which they organize, pattern or form their work, using many elements;
i.e., light, sound, motion, space, time and texture.

FORMING AND ORGANIZING
Two

Choreograph a sequence of movements that are organized in A B A form. (example: IA) lying down/getting up (B]
REST1NG/moving around [A) getting up/lying down). Discuss the idea of the form. Build a pentatonic melody on
resonator bells. Add a contrasting section. Repeat the first section following the contrasting section. Note how this
musical form t similar to the dance form. Now change the musical form by adding an introduction, Intertide, and/or coda to
the composition. Add two or more contrasting sections to create a rondo form (A BACAD A). Create a theme and
variation by changing the first theme in any number of ways (playing it backwardsretrograde, changing the meter,
changing the melody instrument, and/or playing the melody in Imitation as a canon.) Did changing the organation
change the mood or spirit of your idea?



Concept * 4

CONCEPT *
Artists have many ways by which they organize, pattern or form their work using many elements;
i.e., light, sound, motion, space, time and texture.

FORMING AND ORGANIZING
Three

Select a set of five or more photographs or drawings that describe an object in some depth--from different points of view,
from different distances, under different lights, in different contexts, etc. Arrange them in a series that presents a story, a
mood, or a progression. Develop your idea fully on film with actual shooting by drawing directly on the film and with a video
camera. View your products with a critical eye for pattern, form, and organization; or which medium was most suitable; or
other media that could have been used. Try incorporating soundspoetry, instrumental or vocal, environmentalbeing
especially aware of any changes that may occur In your meaning or idea with such additions. Try projecting other still and
moving images, lighting effects, and external movement, being careful to maintain your original idea--unless, that Is, you
feel it should be changed.



Concept * 5

CONCEPT *
Artists have many ways by which they organize, pattern or form their work, using many elements;
i.e., light, sound, motion, space, time and texture.

ARTS EXPERIENCES

Notes: There are, of course, numerous experiences that will develop this concept in each of the discrete arts as
well as those that would be called arts experiences.

The analysis of the work of other artists, observing and interacting with artists as their work takes form are
both extremely helpful to the development of this concept.
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CONCEPT *
Artists have many ways by which they organize, pattern or form their work, using many elements;
i.e., light, sound, motion, space, time and texture.

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER LEARNING EXPERIENCES

Working toward an understanding of pattern, form, and organization will enhance the comprehension of mathematical
patterns and relationships (such as sets, systems in other bases, series as in 2, 4, 6; 4, 8, 12;-16, 24) come to mind
immediately. The connection with environmental education is obvious. There is pattern, form, and organization in the
natural world that is observcrd by the artist with discernment and It is the artists among us that are making some of the
strongest statements about the disruptive problems human-kind is making for itself. Every language has pattern, form,
and organization that Is emphasized as students' ears and eyes become more discerning. Young children's work within
experiences dealing with this concept helps them to recognize the frequently unnoticed differences in the forms of letters
and words (i.e. or b,' form or from, when or where). Experiences in organizing ideas into a sequence have impact from
students' abilities to tell or write simple stories or information to the organization of research papers. Such experiences
also provide students with another way of learning and evaluating most any content area.
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ART EXPERIENCES

People have the potential to be perceptive, sensitive:

xpressive and creative individuals. A quality art education
will provide experiences that develop these human attribute..

The general objective of the art education program is to

develop perception, understanding, response, skill, creation

and evaluation capabilities to the fullest in each individual.

To do this, educators need tos

program

a. Heighten their tudents' perceptual powers by providing
planned experiences that involve UMms In discerning subtle

differences and similarities.
b. Elicit the res onse of their students: allow them to be

curious, toTnv.atiqat., experiment and to arrive at
conclusions as to exactly what their internal responses

are in any given situation.
c. Invcdve their students in the creation of artistic expressions.

Only through the actual manipuliT3EG-B1 eta combination

of media and ideas can true understanding of art and the

creative process be achieved.
d. Develop skills through involvement in the total art

process, -TErlise of tools, media end techniques-

a. Develop understandin by involvement in personal
perceptuai an croatAve experiences, and the open

reception of art expressions of others, both of the past

and present.
f. Map the tudents build an extensive internal repos-

itory of art experience, on which to base their

evaluations. Sensitive aesthetic judgments are made

through the comprehensive total of accumulated learning..

(A student and teacher maintained journal and portfolio

are extremely important here.)

The art experiences presented are only a few suggestions

offered to stimulate the teacher's imagination in the develop-

ment of their students' aesthetic growth through art. These

experiences should be adapted to the maturity level of the
student., particularly in the extent of motivation and research.

GU
BEST COPY AVAILAir



EXPLORING TRE VISUAL EXPANSION OP IDEAS AND VALOIS.

2.1 Discuss the development of under- 2.4

standings, ideas and values: Name
same understandings, ideas or
values we have in common. How or
why did we arrive at a common value?
Can individuals have separate ones? etc.

Whet are some of the external influencing
causal factor,: parents-hose; teathers-
school; peers-leisure time; political
leaders-government; religious leaders-
structure of religion: environmental,
economic, cultural and social factors,
etc.? What are some of the internal
influencing factors: the selectivity
of the individual due to personality,
exposure, practicality, pressure. etc?

2.2 Observe how artists express their
understandings, ideas and values through
art. For example, the artists express
social or political philosophy through
their art: Daumier's cartoons, Goya's
painting, "The Third of May, INS, in
Madrid," Picasso's "Guernica," etc.
Research other values such as religion.
Research artists' lives gaining insights

to tlieir personalities, temperments,
interests and values, noting the influence
these have had upon their work.

2. 3

4

Study your own social, political, personal
interests and values and then do a magazine
montage or a varied materials collage
expressing some aspect of their values or
a social statement; work on a "statement"
mural or murals with some of your classmates.

ANT 2

Same artists work in a manner that is
primarily expressive of a particular
phase of the human condition. Study
the works of a number of different artists
and decide whether the work is:

Intellectual
Geometric Structure
Pointillism
Mechanical Perspective
Represantational

Emotional
Expressionism
Abstract Expressionism
Surrealism

Social
Moral Statements
Cartoons; political and social
Communications

Spiritual
Religious Representation
Iconography

Physical
Same forms of Abstract

EXpressionism
Self Portraits

Seep a journal of your deliberations. Cone

back to it occasionally. Have you changed

your mind about any? Have you seen something

new or something you didn't see or understand

before?

In



EXPLORING THE VISUAL EXPRESSION OF FEELINGS oR
EMOTIONS.

1.1 List some adjectives that refer to
the emotions: happy, sad, angry,
surprised, bored, etc. (Toil milY

expound on personality types;
weak, strong, courageous, etc.)
Discuss the methods people use to
express their feelings; face, body,
verbal.

Demonstrate these feelings; say an
emotion word and respond with your
interpretation of that emotion.
Do others understand or relate to
your expressions? "Ars you
communicating?'

Show that people express their feel-
ings in their paintings, drawings.
sculptures and collages, etc. by
studying exemplar 'mood-expressive'
art work. It would be better, at
first, to keep the subject matter
constant. For example, portraits...
various media:

"The Cry," by Munch
"The Green Line.° by Matisse
elftman wilmPing." by Picasso
"The Jester," by Judith Leyster
"The Prophet," by Nolde
'Head, Wood,' by Schmidt-

Rottluff
Other subject matter reflects the
artist's felings also; for exempla,
landscapes. It is important to
understand that art does not have to
be naturalistic to express emotions;

3

ART 1

abstraction and non-objective work
can be very expressive of feelings also.

2.2 Experience your feelings through an
art medium, for example, painting;

a. Listen to a mood through
music, a story, a poem, an
incident. Observe the variety
of ways your fellow students
found to express the mood.

b. Choose an emotion card to be
expressed in a painting. The
cards should contain a variety
of emotions. Compare your
expressions.

c. Analyse how you expressed emotion
through the use of shapes,
color, textures, brush stroke,
etc.

f")



uNDERSTANDING THE SIMILARITIES OF ART WITHIN A CULTURE.

3.1 Through a comparative Study of the
art of various cultures, develop
the idea of uniqueness in the form
of the artistic expression within
a culture. Some examples for com-
parison:

Egyptian art of the Dynasties
Oyzantium
Gothic
Renaissance in Italy
African
Oriental

Explore possible reasons for the
means and form developed% the his-
torical time period, the political,
social, religious, environmental,
technological and geographical
implications: the values, under-
standings and emotional tenor of the
culture. Discuss religious iconography
and the restrictions of governmental
control of the or! form.

3.2 Create an environment in a classroom,
backstage or any available area. choose

a culture or country being studied in
social science. Research it.

a. Crests visuils...slides,
overhead transparencies, murals,
sculptures, masks, headgear,
textiles, representations of
people, animals and plant life.

b. Gather or develop appropriate
sounds, music, tapes of bird or
animal sounds, chants, voices,
etc.

ART 3

c. Prepare foods of the area,
relating diet to the human
condition.

d. Experiment with dances, rituals,
drama using headgear, masks and
costumes. Try lighting effects
and multiple projection.

. Invite a resource person to bring
first hand information.

3.3 Create an imaginary culture within the

clasp. You will want tot
a. Describe the geographic area:

topography, climate, resources,
etc.

b. Fors a government.
e. Design flag or symbol.
d. Develop social standards, values,

technology, educational system,
etc.

e. Physically create this environment
in the classroom.

f. Create artifacts that reflect
your imaginary culture. (A pre -
technology culture would probably
use handbuilding pottery techniques,
simple looms, dyes developed from
plants, etc.)
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UNDERSTANDING THE UNIQUENESS OF INDIVIDUALS WITHIN A CULTURE.

People within a culture ars still individ-
uals; each is the product of his total
personal experiences which are uniquely
his own. The extent to which a person
can openly express this individuality
in his art deponde upon the rigidity
of his cultural group.

4.1 Analyze the results when everyone
responds to the same experience
and uses the same medium for the
individuality of statement; the
'thumb -print of the artist.

4.2 Uniqueness of expression within a
culture can be shown through
comparison of art done by various
individuals within a culture. For
example:

Germany
Purer, 1471-1520
Nolbein, the younger,

1490-1543

Florence
Dotticelli, 1444-1510
Leonardo, 1452-1519
Michelangelo, 1475-1564
Ghirlandaio, 1449-1494

How do you identify the work of
individual artists?

4.3 Demonstrate how a rigid cultural
form of expression can stifle the
individuality of the artist. For
example, the Egyptian Dynasties'
standards or rules of representation,

ART 4

Wyzantian stylizing of religious subjects.
You will probably discern that even so,
artists still managed to express their

individuality. What influence do philosophy.
attitudes and values of the general culture

have upon the artiste?

4.4 As artists build experience upon experience
they change their means of expression, but

their 'thumb-prints" remain. follow the
lifetime progression of a particular artist's

works: Menet, Gauguin, Picasso, etc. A
point of interest to you would be to note

your own developmental changes of expression
through the physical and mental process of
maturing, your exposure to art and your
practice in producing att.

4.5 Investigate the individuality of °folk
artists* through interviews with local
quiltmakers, fiddlers, wood carvers,
stitcher, and weevers. You may want to
video-tape these interviews, record them
photographically, prepare a publication.



EXPLORING PHENOMENA WITH WHICH ARTISTS WORK.
DISCOVERING THE AFFECTS OF LIGHT.

5.1 Experiment with strong contrasts by
manipulating a light source (flashlight,
spot, projector, etc.) on an object or still
lite arrangement. Note the modeling
affects, the color intensities and
the contrasts. Incorporate your
observations into your paintings, drawings,
etchings, montages, collages, stitchery,
etc.

To mphasize the use of chiaroscuro, study
reproductions of the work of Caravaggio
end Rembrandt. Many other artists have
used the dramatic affect of strong contrast:
Klee, DeChirico, Picasso, etc. How do
Expressionists and Abstract Expressionists
achive this affect?

5.2 Do outdoor observation drawings or
paintings in strong sunlight at
different times of the day. Notice
the contrasts and shadows; what affect
does distance NWe on the play of
light On textures? Emphasize values.

5.3 Make a shadow box. Cut 'shutters' into
the box at various points. Set up a
plant or still-life inside. Cast a
bright light on the object, creating
contrasts and shadows. Note the
differences of shape, depth perception,
textural quality as you use the various
ahutters by making quick sketches. Use
your 'studies" as triggers for paintings,
drawings, collages, etc.

7
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5.4 Set up a semi-transparent flat
or hang a sheet as a screen.
Ask a classmat or model to pose
or slowly move behind the sheet
in front of a light. OR Obtain
pieces of tubular, stretchy material
in which a person may be completely
covered and may move. Project a
bright light on the swathed person
and make a number of gesture drawings
indicating the light and dark planes.

5.5 Experiment with portrait drawing,
painting, sculpture or collage using
a strong light on the model to create
sharp contrasts to emphasize facial
bone structure.

Create sculptures; clay, wood, plester,
paper, etc. During the process and
after coMpletion, cast a light on the
sculptures changing the direction
to emphasize form. (This works
especially well with mobiles where
shadow and movement is also involved.)



IMPLORING PRIMMURR 11171 MICR ARTISTS NOM
DISCOVERING COLOR AND In AFFECTS.

6.1 Heighten your understanding of color
as an aspect of light: Value...the
lightening and darkening of a hue.
Experiment with color mixing by
adding white and black to make various
tints and shades for your painting.
Do a monochromatic painting that
incorporates your understanding of
color value. Pencil drawing, pen
and ink drawing and etching are also
good procedures to use to experiment
with value. Notice how the use of value
can model oblects and give the illusion
of depth.

Intensity...the comparative brightness
of a color. Intensity can define
light areas and create the illusion
of depth. Try using some high intensity
colors in painting or poster design.

Warm and criol rolors...colors induce
a physical and emotional response of
warm and cool. Warm colors suggest
more lighted areas; with cool color.
shadows are achieved. Demonstrate
that warm and cool colors can be
used to make the lights and darks
of a painting Study some exemplar
works, especially that of the
Expressionists. Experiment with
color in this dimension by
expressively painting reactions
to words such as: "happy," "sad,"
"cool,' 'warm," "quiet,' "wild."
Try illustrating movements, music or
situations by selecting colors for their
emotional contrnt without regard for
natural color.

ART 6

6.2 Experiment with primary colors. Create
a painting by using only the primary
colors to produce the secondary colors
and brown.

6.3 Become more sensitive to color in
nature. During an outdoor "seeing or
painting class, count the variations
of a single hue; add this kind of variety
to painting by mixing colors.
Counteract stereotyped color usage
by demonstrating the variety of color

in nature. For example, show slides
of sunrises and sunsets in glorious
colors to neutralize the ever constant
'blue" skies.

Refer to "technical aspects of color" card

for further suggestions.

f') )f'



EXPLORING PHENOMENA WITH WHICH ARTISTS WORE.
DISCOVERING TECHNICAL ASPECTS or COLOR AND 1T$ AFFECTS.

7.1 Colors affect others colors:
Close proximity of one color to
another can effect a change in
the way the color I. perceived.
Shades or intensities may change
ar vibrations may occur along
adjoining edges of certain colors.
Try placing a square of one
color on fieids of other colors;
for example, place a gray square
on a field of white paper and
another square of the same gray
on a field of black...
notice the apparent visual change
in value. Try other Colors on
fields of different colors.
Demonstrate that the eye will mix
colors in close proximitys study
examples of Seurat's pointillistic
paintings.

Experiment with using just one hue
maintaining its value, intensity and
finding other ways of causing the eye
to respond to the hus--spacing of the
strokes, concentrating the hue in
certain areas, dry brush as opposed to
wash.

Explore color mixing;
Cover flashlights or projector
lamps with colored gels or
cellophane: cast the lights on a
screen overlapping edges and whole
areas.
Work with tissue overlays.

9
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Note what happens when you project
the primary colors on a screen or
wall (all focused on the same spot)
and then introduce yourself or rntolerts
within the light beam.

7.2 t'olor from light:
Experiment with prisms in sunlight
or in front of a projector lamp.
Mottles, glasses of water, transparent
oil, and cut glass may also be used.)
Make designs in color. Try experimnr,
with kaleidoscopes. Refer to
contemporary artists who work with
'light shows." Prepare your "wn light,
sound and movement show. Use florescent
paints, papers, crayons, crepe paper or
yarns in pictures, totem poles, mobiles,

etc. Cast a black light on the rv,lors
and observe the affects.

Seek the aid of the science teacher for

more experiments with color, for

example, the reason for "after-image," or
complementary color image.

f; 7



EXPLORING PHENOMENA WITH WHIcH ARTISTS WORN.
DISCOVERING SPACE RELATIONSHIPS AND THF FrrLIN,s THEY AROUSE.

Experiment w;th ttie "feeling" of self in
space.

8.1 Talk about feelings you have in
different kinds of spaces. How does
your feeling in open space differ from
your feeling in closed-in space? How
Is the feeling of personal size relative
to the spa-e around you? Enclose yourself
In a large cardboard box or in a sack.
What kinds of movements can be made?
Observe things that move in space: birds,
leavos, branches, cobwebs, acrobats, etr.
Show h^w you would move and feel if you were
one of these objects. Do an expressive
painting of the "self in 'pace."
Demonstrate that being in space is different
fr,m looking into space; the arrangement
Of shapes will be greatly affected. For
example, how does it feel to be in a
forest? How do the trees look? -Whet
Shout size, color, texture? Paint as
a participant, not as a spectator.

10
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A.2 Collect boxes of various sixes
and build a large structure in spa,.e., .
one that you can move around and

through. Paint the srulpture
with big bold designs and bright
colors OR set up spot lights at
various places oR change its 41.11

impact through projected color,
textures, Tmlving light. rind
appropriate sounds for your sculpturil
environment. Ask your classmates t,)
move in and around your sculpture.
Ask how they felt. Compare their
responses to your own and the one
ynu were working for.

f;N



EXPLORING PHENOMENA WITH WHICH ARTISTS WORK.

VIcCoVEPING SPACE RELATIONSHIPS AND THE FEELINGS THEY AROUSE.

Artists ofren work within a limited or

restricted spice. Flat and relief art is
done within a pie-determined space, i.e.,

the size of the paper, canvas, board, wall,

fabric, etc. Each mark or shape placed
within rhia space affects and is affected

by each new addition.

9,1 Experiment with the arrangement of
shares within a given space. Choose
a anare: circle. triangle, square, etc.

t.7ut a quantity of this shape in a variety
of different sizes, colors, textures,
solli colors, etc. Arrange these
cuttings (both positive and negative)

over the background paper (space) in
several different compositions, noting

vari_ais rossihilitiess building patterns.
overlapping, shapes within shapes, etc.
Finalli pasto the most pleasing arrange-
ment. (This procedure can be done in
reli..f also, thug extending the space up
fr.m the length and width cotrictions
of tho surfavp.)

4.2 hn vaintinas or drlwings emphasizing

the ise f all the surface apace
from r,.p to-EU-teem and from side to

.1 1 de . FW-v.trt e , 'empt y " spare t,erry,f,s

imr t it 15 a shape.

9.1 Make small ftares of heavy paper; focus

the fiime a still life, an object, or
an outdoor scene, then look at parts, tex-
tures, patterns, etc. Change positinne
,,,kon" thr arrangement in different ways.

ii
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9.4 Start out with a mass of stone,
wax, wood, plaster, cast stone,
etc., producing the shape by taking

away solids. Create spare around and
through the form.

f;:J



EXPLORING PHENOMENA WITH WHICH ARTISTS WORK.
VISCOVERING SPACE RELATIONSHIPS AND THE FEELINGS THEY AROUSE.

Artists wek real and simulated depth
in space.

10.1 The evidence of depth in a three-
dimensional sculpture or in relief
art is obvio,ls, but you will become
mnre aware of it by seeing, touching,
and making sculptures.

Make sculptures by expanding paper;
bend. ,url. pleat, cut, twist, fold,
slash, clip paper to make it stand
an space. (You could transfer this
pr,,:elore to sheet metal.)
Purld s,-illpture or make a
relief by forming modules and
orlaniring them into struetures
and lesigns.
Make "frild-outs"--pictures that
stani up and project out. Stress
near, middle, and far away areas.
Notice and discuss space and object
relationships: size, color. value,
texture, et,. fAn alternative proiect:
diorami.)
Create mobiles. Discuss the movement
cl m biles in space, the balance,
line and shape. Study Alexander
Caller's w,irk. Make mobiles from a
variety -if materials: wire, reed, womd,
:1 errdb,lard,metal, etc.

12
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10.2 The illusion of depth on a flat
surface is more difficult. Try sr,me

of the following suggesti,ns to
demonstrate "illusionary" technilues.
Experiment with:

The depth affects of marks havinl
qualities of thin, thick, dark,
light, etc.
Color and its affect on depth:
value, intensity, warm and eool
(refer to experiences under "co1,,r"1.

Sizes of objects in space: neir,
middle ground and far away.
Placement of shapes within the
space of the paper, canvas, etc.
Objects in the foreground may be
placed low on picture area; objects
farther away may be placed higher.
Overlapping objects usually indicate
depth.
Visual perspective through oPservatimp
drawing or painting on site.
Mechanical perspective as a tool
ef the artist to ereate dspth.

711



ExPLORING PHENOMENA WITH WHICH ARTISTS WORK.

OlSiovERINI: MOVEMENT AND DIRECTIONAL EfOW AS AN ARRANGING FACTOR.

Colors, lines, stripes, and positions
direct mow.ment. Sometimes the movement
is stati,, mnigolar, or repetitive, other
times it fl,vs smoothly, curving into and

through the work. Sometimes the artist uses
obvious methods to direct the eye into his
painting, drawing, etc., such as rolling
hills, roads, fences, wires, etc. Even in
non-obje7tive work, linos and shapes direct

movement.

11.1 Look ..!ritieally at your own work and

the work of others observe the
quality of movement. Look for
directional movement in the en-
vironment. Notice the lines and
shapes ,f architecture: pillars,
gahles, and church spires reaching
upward; the static patterns of windows

on partment buildings, offices, and motels:
the angular lines of multiple structures;
the perspective of shopping centers. ete.

Look at telephone and electric wires,
railroad tracks, rolling hills and
mountains. (Refer to movement
activities under "space.")
Intentionally work with the idea of
movement in n project suet as landscape
painting or drawing, in sculpture or
poster design. Re sure to include
some examples of 'OP" art in the

motivation.

13
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11.2 Show how artists throughout time
have been aware of movement and have
caused feelinos of movement within
the viewer.

e.q. Cave drawings of Lascaux,
Eskimo prints and sculpture
Oriental paintings of nature
such as the wave.

This may be accomplished through the

projection of multiple images 5n
rapid succession, all of which
have strong directional flow. Try

your hand at large. free drawings
on the walls of an improvised cave.

11.1 Mimic the movements of an animal, a
runner, a clock pendulum, a corkscrew

in slow motion. Transfer their
motions onto Mural paper ?laced on
the floor or wall.



EXPLORING PHENOMENA WITH WHICH ARTISTS WORK.

.1F;'fl.FRING MOVEMENT AND DIRECTIONAL FLOW AS AN ARRANGING FACTOR.

Qualities f light can influence a
feeling or expression of movement in art.
Bright c7o1ors appear to advance and
vibrate w'A-n plared near or next to dull

colors ,-.01ors that are complimentary.

Distorted shapes and shadows made by
light reflections or interruptions
are qualities that ran be used to express

movement,

12.1 Try color luxtapositions to
ill'.istrate a feeling of movement.
Erre mirrors to experiment with
reflections. Sheets of polished
metal work well for thisalso metal
or foil .,-ated plastic.

12.2 shadw patterns are interesting to
work with. A small flashlight bulb
is effective in a darkened room.
Enc,urage the students to invent
their own ways of using shadow
anl reflections to show movement.

12.3 If you have an 8 or 16 mm motion
picture camera, you may want to record
the (Tic:tit:1n patterns of lights on film.

Thts may also he done with time exposure
of film.

14
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EXPLORING PHENOMENA WITH WHICH ARTISTS WORE.

DlSCOVERING SHAPE AS THE CONTENT OF A WORK oF ART--THE FORM

IT TAXES AS DEPENDENT UPON THr ruTrNT t THE ARTIST,

Shapes as subject matter:

13.1 Natural--Look closely at nature
in general and at objects specifically.
Study the art of others. Draw, paint, cut,
stitch or sculpt shapes of objects as they

appear in nature: arrange the shapes in

a manner that is consistent with a

naturalistic expreasion.

13.2 Abstract--"The abstractionist takes
from the natural forns that which is
essential to his expression and arranges

these shapes to suit his intent.
Focus on part of an object or
still life. Frame out other areas...
enlarge, dist,,rt or exaggerate the

shapes.
Change an object: cut, slice,
peel c; otherwise transform a cabbage,

lemon, etc. Look at the new shape, the
lines, texture, color. Enlarge or
rtherwiae stress important or
interesting aspects. Overlap
trmslurent slices; create a design.

L- contour drawing; draw shapes while
cl-sely observing the object, looking

at thr paper Only t,) relocate the

driwinu to-I.
ExTrament with the gesture drawIng

of using pencil or brush.
Hiv,. the male! change pnses slowly;
superirp,.se figure over figure, creating

r7ve7ent. Peter to Duchamp's "Nude."
Create a multiple image by doing a

large ink wash of the shape of a model:

brush or pen contour line drawing.

15 (Look at reflective images in water or

MT 13

13.1 Non-objective--Shapes can exist
as just shapes in their own right.
Work with cut paper shapes, arranging

them into harmonious expressions hy
relating shapes to eaeh other and to the

space within which they are composed.

Work with structural shapes in a non-

objective sculpture using wood, paper or

clay.

7.1



/I/MORINO PSIVONSNA WITH WHICH ARTISTS WORK.

DISCOVERING EMT AS TRE CONTENT OF A WORE OF ARTTRE FTHOI
IT TAKES AS DEPENDENT UPON THE INTENT OF THF ARTIST.

14.1 Shape for emotional affects,
Experiment with exaggeration, dis-
tortion, abstraction, or Unusual
symbolic object relationships as
in Surrealism. (Refer to Dali) or
the expressiveness of Rouault.
Look at forms through an empty
glass jar, then partially fill the
jar with water and note the affects.
Observe yourself in a convex and a
concave reflective object. Relate
your impressions to art work.
Refer to artists such as Picasso,
Medigliani, De-Kooning, El Greco.
Observe hew these artists create
emotional affects by simple or
extessive change in form.

14.2 Shape from line. Lines can define edges
of oblects or stand in space as Structure.

Lock for variations of lines in
the environment. Create a variety
of lines with different tools or
materials. Lines can be thick, thin,
strong, weak, wavy, straight, jagged,

talteline, curving, etc.

De contour drawing with a continu-
ous line, enly looking at thP paper
.cca.;i',:lally P, relecate the drawing

Ftuli *he sass Jifferent artists used

I

Sraphie experssion: Van Gogh,
eranne, Mondrian.
Texture and eatternp Picasso,
evisse.

16

possessing character; Oriental ink
drawings.
Structure; Moore. Lipschitz
Punctional; Wright, Eames.

KR? 14

14.1 Some additional shape projeets:
Create shapes in drawing or painting
without using lines to define the edges.

Cut still life shapes from newspaper
print with the type going in a variety
of directions to emphasize the lack of

an exterior edge line. Assemble these
shapes with other materials into an
arrangement for a collage.
(Experiment with a variety of types...
large, small, light, heavy. You will
discover that you can achieve a
medeled affect by overlapping closes
typo on shadowed edges.

Create shapes hy drawing the spaces
around objects rather than the ob-

jects themselves. This will empha-
size that background space is

impertant to the total affect of

the picture.

Draw, paint, or cut unfamiliar shapes.

such as the interior workings of a

clock or motor, arranging them in a

design. !Variation: create an unilue

machine.)

Pop a kernel of corn in a bit of oil

on a spoon over a candle. Study the

kernel under magnification. Quickly
draw its baroque shape. Eat it--
pop another, study it, draw it, eat

it.



fXPIORINC PHENOMENA WITH WHICH ARTISTS WORR.

r,isc?wERrnq THAT TEXITPE HAS 110TH TACTILE MU) vicr,AL APPEAL.

1R.1 Feel the texture of each thing around
you and become aware of how it makes you

feel inside. Prepare a texture table or
a surprise texture box or a texture hag.

Hold the objects in your hands, press
textures against your cheek, on the
end of your nose, on the inner arm or
wrig6. Record expressions and words.
Fold or section a large sheet of paper
into eight parts; select a different
textured oblect to represent in each
sectin. Emphasize the visual qualities
of texture, and how this quality can be

graphi,'elly recorded. Look for texture
in art works, note how artist achieved
it ithem) and its relationship to the

work. Take a field trip; observe and feel

texture in the environment. Feel the
bark of the trees, thistles, pine cones,
maeadam, manhole covers, etc. Draw or

do rubbings of the textures/ collect
textures from nature for a collage.
Ask a friend to guide you while you are
blindfolded around the room or on
school grounds. Express your inner
feelings about what you felt through
any one or seeeral nf the following
teehniques:

I. Repousse'
2. Ceramic sculpture, pottery
3. Plaster sand cantin4
4. Collage
S. Simulated texture in flat work:

drawing, painting.
6. Stitchery, weaving, macrame
7. Relief sculpture
R. Bloc* printing

17
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Create a texture...change the smooth
surfacc of a square into a different
texture. Notethe number of different
ways this wan accomplished: tearing,

punching, folding, crumpling, clipping,

etc. Make a full texture montage
by creating texture shapes in paper.
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eNvERSTANDING THE IMPORTANCE OF "NITING IDEA WITH MATERIAL

ANh TrcwilvE ANh doW m !zr1r-.T1,,,1!- ARE mAnr.

As you xplore the variety of materials used di:wing-contour, 1qtore
anj sketchina

printmakingstar':

in art, dev., lop an understanding of the qualities
relief, etch,

of each ani methods of using each. When you enamelina silk screen

experiment with a method of using a particular
lithography

material, keep in mind two points:
rubbings

1. You want to express a particular
stencil making

idea or feeling and

,,t,irr;

TY
2. YOU Want tO learn tO OOntrol the

:=
medium.

Try the smie idea or feeling in another The f-llowing ate sore of the materials and

medium or use another method. Find the way tools of visual expression you will waet to

and mean most satisfactory to you. Investigate:

Continue y-ur expl,.rations of the pheriomena paper and paper products plaster

with which artists work and be DISCERN/NG p ainttransparent, opaque, reed

in your observations of things and people dy,s papier mache'

arounl yts.
wood wax

Refer to expo
stonesiences listed under light,

chiselS, qauges

color, spar..., shape, mfNement, texture. me ta l
torches

clay kilns

The following are some of the means of fabri-s

visual expresign you will want to explore: yarns

Architecture Paintings charc,a1

Calligrapt,y Photographs and Films

Ceramics prints

pencils
brushes

Drawing, Puppets pens

insw IT y Sculpturo
nutting and incising tools

Textiles

The following are some of the ways of

visual expt,.ssion you will want to explore:

applilue glazing
batik mixed media
carving montage
casting painting-wash, impeste, glaze,

cut pip,r pinch, coil, slab and wheel
building with clay

18
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PNDERSTANDING THE IMPORTANCE or ONITINC IDEA WITH MATERIAL

AND TrCHN/QUE CALLI(IRAPHY (t..Autiful writing,

17.1 Mi)e a list of commands; expression .
of friendship, disgust, enjoyment;
or sounds (sneezes, barks, bird calls,

etc.1 Say your list or make the sounds
over and over until you decide on the
hest inflection or representative mark.

Choose from paper or other suitable
surface, brushes, pens, inks or
paints and create a calligraphic
expression. Think about the
relationship of the meaning of
the word(s) or representative marks
to the whole surface, the boldness
of stroke, the colors used, the
imposltirn of ,,ther designs or
syn:bols.

17.2 Study the calligraphy of oriental
artists for its aesthetic meanings
and decorative appeal. Using contemporary
symbols and writing styles, design a
doorway, a !wilding facade, a silk screen,
a wall hanging, a Poster.

17.1 Using yo'ir own name develop a textile
desiln. Prepare a stencil and print
your cwn fabric. You may want to explore
the pc,s4ibilities of the batik technique.

You 7,,iy want t prepare relief blocks in the
fashion of the oriental designers rather
than using stencils or free hand

n.

IS
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1 '.4 Chse a contemporary social or
political problem and crf.ate a poster
or collage incorporating calligraphic
rualities, visual impact and messaqe.



UNDERSTAND/NG THE IMPORTANCE OF UNITING IDEA WITH

MATERIAL AND TECHNIQUE SCULeTURF.

18.1 Investviate the expressive and decorative
shapes of hollow and solid objects such
as nuts, bolts, insulators, washers.
and other things usually found in bins
in hatdware stores. Study them for
their relationships to each other And
to other materials Ouch as leather,
wire, yarn, beads and cord. Study them
for the way they make spaces and new
shapes, and their suitability to your
idea. Whether these relationships
develop into a form that fills a room
or hangs around a wrist, study it for
the aesthetic qualities of sculpture.

18,2 Explore the possibilities of developing
a 'statement' about the environmental
situation in your community through
a three-dimennional form made from

clay. It may be built entirely by
hand bu1ldin4 techniques or combine
slab and coil with wheel thrown pieces
or ttrow all pieces on the wheel and join

them. ;lare or paint the form if you
fool It ia neces5ary.

18.1 St,..dy the pernonality and characteristics
ol a friend. Explore the possibilities of
combining wife, tumbled stones or clay

pinces into pendant or necklace that

refl?cts your friend OR
Develop a modeled bust of your friend
from wix or clay, a chunk of styrofoam. fie
erulyr tho portralt from wood or stone.

20
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18.4 Study three dimensional forms in
nature. Reduce them to solid geometric
shapes which can be combined, cut or
reorganized into an abstract form that
reflects upon your idea of needs within

the environment.

(Refer to experiences listed viler 'space')

Poli)
1'0



UNDERSTANDING STYLES AND CONVENTIONS IN ART

SCHOOLS OF ARTISTS, GROUPS AND SOMETI4ES INDIVIDUAL ARTISTS
DEVELOP WAYS OF EXPRESSING THEMSELVFS IN ART THAT BECOME
CONVENTIONS THROUGH ACCEPTANCE OR REPETITION. BECAUSE ARTISTS
ARE ALSO INDIVIDUALS, SEARCHING PDR UNIQUENESS AND QUALITY OF
EXPRESSION, STYLES AND CONVENTIONS ARE CHALLENGED.

19.1 Study and compare exemplar work of various
art "conventions and 'styles' (IT IS NOT
NECESSARY to study these in chroanaTUT

Egyptian
Greek
Roman
Byzantium
Romanesque
Early Gothic
Late Gothic
High Renaissance
Baroque
classical
Neo-Classic
Romanticism
African tribal art
Gupta art of India
Indian art

Oriental
Naturalism
Post-Impressionism
Pointillism
Expressionism
Cubism
Surrealism
Abstract Expressionism
Pop
Hard Edge
Op
Minimal

Ros,,arch the original motivation
for the style or convention.
i.e. religious beliefs that
coNtrolled the artists of Byzantium
or Africsn tribal artists in their
imaies of mother and child. When
and where did it develop? What
was happening at the tiMeartistically,
socially, politically? i.e. humanistic
awakening that was reflected in

21
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Renaissance images of Biblical
characters or the awareness on
physical well-being that was
reflected in Greek proportion. Who
were the artists involved? What
happened to the convention or
style?

19.2 Explore the variety of styles in
the art of fellow students. How are
these similar to recognized sty1e57
How do they break or challenge
tradition?

Notel

Miny of the experiences suggested on Cards
3 and 4 may be adapted to the idea of
artiste challenging the conventions already
established.



UNDERSTANDING THAT INTUITION, IMAGINATION
AND SELECT/OW ARE REY INGREDIENTS Or ALL

CREATIVE ENDEAVORS

To develop your spontaniety of initial response

20.1 Using just one word or a nomsense syllable,

endow it visually with the qualities of
feeling it originally engendered. Tapes
of sounds and words may be prepared before-

han4 for students reactions and responses.
You may also animate words.

20.2 Dsvelop a sequence of pictures that
change through gradual or subtle
differences the original intenti.e.
a tree Into a rifle, a cart into a

horse.

20.3 Study natural objects for qualities
of other things or beingsphotograph
silhouetted trees, shrubs, poles, Sign
posts that remind You of personalities,
human qualities or characteristics.

20.4 Study the work of Pavel Tchelitcheu
"Hide and Seek", or Escher or Deli.

20.5 Use "unnatural° or "supernatural* hues as
they express imaginative qualities.

22
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DEVELOPING AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING OF ART

Many pe.ple rennet appreciate or value art

that deviates from easily definable subject matter

and a naturalistic form of representation. Such

people are very limited in their capacity to experionee

the beauty itia ivy in the world of art.

You have the opportunity and the responsibility

to participate and experience a variety of art forms; to
become involved with art and grow in understanding

and appreriati,,n.

21.1 Arrange an "aesthetic corner" in the
classrt-lom where displayed works of art
can he rotated on a regular basis. Re

sure to include a variety of art (such
as paintings, sculptares, drawings,
prints, jewelry, pottery, furniture,
architecture, etc.t and forms of
art (nituralistic, abstract, non-
objective, etc.). You may want
to include inspirational objects
of nature. Make it possible for
people to arrange and rearrange
the Items in the corner. The
usual wall displays or reproductions
are tine, but remember to change them
often --keep the interest up hy keeping
il,,""stili art up.

21.2 Arranre 1nr field trips to museums.
artists' and c-raftspersons" studios,
archite:aural structures, etc, giving
deliberate attention to ways of seeing,
feeli,ra and learning from the experience.

e.a. "walk thr-ugh" a Pollack painting;
To many a Jackson Pollack painting
may be mothing but a lot of dribbles,
hut if a person were to pick out one
tIqe and mnve physically in the direction-,

23
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and emphasis of that hue--
changing to another and then
anotherthe per!ton seeini
and feeling much m,,re of the
painting.
Select examples of an irtist's
work and prepare multi-image
visual display for the remainder
of the class so that yoki orient
the entire group to the work and

times of an artist.
If an artist whose work is to
be seen has shown particular
concern for one of phenomena,
explore that phenomen before
seeing the artist's work.
Watch the artist work in his or
her studio,

s



DEVELOPING AWARENESS AND UNDERSTANDING OP ART

22.1 DIsco,:q art with your friends. Talk
about ArrAniement, shapos, space,
light, color, movement, depth, texture,
line, thytho, pl!torn, value, rho artist's
intont, otr,

22.2 Create lrt; through involvement in the
process of creattna oomes rellization and
undoistindini of ttre intent, the strulglec

re...Iris of tho attist And hss art.

22.3 sia'-.e arrandomonts f-r an artist to work
in tho s-hool for a period of time; l'erhaps

an old,,t brother or sister, a friend of the
fdttil wht: 1sves in your neighboth-,d.

22.4 7Astt with 1-cal Artists lor those within a
4poir.3017A1 area such d% northwest counties}
and soloet work for a local exhibit, Gather
informati,o and ptri,Ate the eatalog of the

2 4



!'NnFP.=TAIWIlt41 THAT ENTERTAINMENT, CEREMONY AND RITUAL ARE
ART EXPERIENCES.

PEOPLE ENJOY THEIR INVOLVEMENT IN PLAY, ENTERTAINMENT, CEREMONY
AND RITUAL BECAUSE IT TOUCHES EACH AT A PERSONAL LEVEL. AS
PARTICIPANTS, THE ARE INVOLVED IN FrIRMULATINO IDEAS AND FrP.,-_
IVE STRATEGIES, CREATING SYMBOLS OF COMMUNICATION. THL PRUcL't,
OF PRODUCTION, AND THE PERFORMANCE. AS SPECTATORS, THEY ARE
INVOLVED WITH THE SENSORY STIMULATION OF THE SIGHTS, SOUNDS,
lenvEMENTS, SYMBOLIC COMMUNICATIONS AND TUE EMOTIONAL IMPACT.

Create a Celebration
Exrlore the ceremonies and rituals
of vari -us cultures, for example:
Ancient r;reeks or Romans, Primitive
Afresfl Tribps, American Xndisns.
etc. Look at symbn ls, decorations,
mvements, chants, etc. Select

t'wo,.. to celebrate. Some suggestinns:
a. An event: circus, field trip,

tpliday, =port competition, etc.
h. A seasen: spring, summer, autumn,

winter.
c. Elvmonts: sun, snow, rain.
A. Mood cr feelinge happiness,

nornism, patriotism, etC.
Forr,ulate ideas of haw to celebrate

Some 42egti,n1.1:

6.

ff.1,3
I. Variety pt.lontoitt

.tritol3ec:
stnry,r.,q-ms,

nts,
1.1ects : decorations needed:

v.,3tume9, masks, headdresses,
l'innerg, posters. floats,
fr,;f11,, r.irpots,

etc.
ymbolic movements, dances.

4. Apprnr,late sounds, music,
c-nls, 01.ints, instruments.
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Decide on the processes of production
and the division of labor--individual,
committee and total group projects.

4. Writing, composing, collecting
sounds, constructing instruments,
etc.

b. Designing, constructing, painting,
stitching, lettering, etc.

c. Development and choregraphy of
movements.

Perform the event or "putting it
all together." (It need not he performed
for an audience.) Total involvement
fnr all.



UNDERSTANDING TEAT ISIRERTAIME1T1 CEREMONY AND RITUAL ARE
ART EXPERIENCES.

24.1 Create a puppet drama;
Develop plot and characters; indicate
verbalizations and moods. Create
puppets: sock, paperbag. paper
construction, stitched and stuffed.
papier mache', balsa carved, potato
head, etc. Collect or create appropriate
sound effects. Make stage and scenery.
Prari,.e and perform. Interesting option:
make a popcorn stand from large cardboard
box: pep and haa the fresh rnrn fnr Ovine

the auilenee.

24.2 Create A student drama:
Develop characters, situation, and
plot; write script. Make and
collect scenery, props, costumes.
etc. (Learn vocabulary of stage:
flats. drops, wings, propS, etc.)
EAperiment with lighting techniques
tcrrplexity dependent on maturity
of the students.1 Collect or create
avertpriate sound efforts. Practice:
r"I'7e, perform.

24.1 Create a ,harveter:
Develop a .-haracter--realistic
tmagInery. Write a story about
this eharacter with settint,
incidents and resolution. Illustrate
the stnry. Make into book fem. Alternate
pro}e-t--Censtruct a minatore 3-D carAbnard
stsge cooplete with the set for one
scene of a play bout the character
devel-ped above. Include wings, flats,

wIth wInd,...s, 1-ors. Mlke paper
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sculpture furniture. lise a variety
of materials, wall paper, paint, cloth,
etc.

24.4 Create a ritual:
Use the popcorn experience (Card II)
in a ritualistic fashion by having
designating areas, timing, music,
words, lighting. You may want to
compare and contrast your ritual
with those in whiCh you have participated
(religious, parades, social groups, etc.)

sil



LEARNING VOCARMARIES, TnoLs AND SYSTEMS

2S.1 Artists develop vocabulary for con-
cise recording and recovery of in-
formation. Knowledge of the Artists'
vocabulary contributes to easier
understanding of Information,
and makes art dialogue more meaningful:
i.e. hue, intensity, value have very
definite meanings in relation to
color.

Therefore, accurate and definitive
vocabulary should be used whenever
art is being discussed--

25.2 Tools are developed to facilitate the
artists' expression. Many tools are highly
specialized while others are used in many
ways. Respect and Care for your
tools. They will serve you better. Find
and use as many "t-ols" for drawing as possiblp--
finger, toe, elbow, nose, stick, broom sttaw,
brush, pen, pencil...Find and use as many
materials for drawing as possihle--paper,
fabric, sand, frost on window, soft clay...

25.1 Techniines Are methods or personal ways of
doini art. Some techniques are widely accepted
because of the economy of the procedure and the

effectiveness c4 the results. Techniques are
chartged arcordtn1 to the individual and his or
her needs. i.e. printmakingplate may be of
any matvrial, th" relief built of stuff or thP
surface incssedconcept of oil and water
incompatibility is important tn Romp
te,hniTies of printmaking.
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DEVELOPING SKILLS AND WORKING STYLES

AS PEOPLE SERIOUSLY MORK IN ART THEIR TOTAL AWARENESS
IS HEIGHTENED; THEY DECOKE MORE ssmanw TO ALL ASPECTS
OF NATURE, ENVIRONMENT AND THE HUMAN CONDITION. THEY SEARCH
FOR SETTER CONTROL OF IDEAS AND MEDIA TO EXPRESS THEMSELVES
MORE INDIVIDUALLY AND MORE AESTHETICALLY.

*...1 draw repeatedly until there is one drawing that is dif-
ferent from the rest, which does not look like an ordinary
rtudy, but more typical and with more feeling.'

Vincent Van Gogh;
The Creative Process

'The painter paints as if in urgent need to discharge
himself of his ensations and his visions.'

Picasso;
The Creative Process

On the last day of his life, Renoir psinted 'Anemones,'
and as his brushes were laid aside, he spoke his final words:
'I think I am beginning to know something about it.'

Renoir My Father;
Jean Renoir

Et;
21



DANCE EXPERIENCES

The following dance packet is organized on the basis of large

overall concepts which are significant to the understanding of the

phenomenon of dance. They appear to be simple enough, but they are

abstracted from years of concrete experiences and can only be appreciated

fully through a similar perspnal acc-umulation of real experiences and

discoveries.

Engagement in the processes of dance is the most important criterion

for building, conducting, and evaluating dance experiences for students

of any age. Activeiinvolvement means doing which includes watching,

listening, feeling, questioning, and evaluating as well as practir1n1.

making, and performing movement sequences or dances.

Skills need to be developed, sensitivities and perceptions refined,

and concepts expanded and integrated. All are related intimately and

can be viewed as alternative starting points in a cycle of growth. It

is important, however, that each experience designed is supported by

awareness of all three dimensions and recognizes the individuality of timing

and circumstances in learning and synthesis.

The integrity of dance experiences depends on keeping the qualitative

feelings of the participants in relation to the activities and ideas which

may have been prompted by educational strategies. The concepts that follow

provide a framework of overall areas of knowledge, process, and Craft in

the field of dance, but each can be approached se as to emphasize different

aspects of experiencing.

b
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CONCERTS THROUGH PROCESS
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UNDERSTANDING TIE SIN/LAN:TM OF DANCE WITNIN A CULTURE

2.1 Select folk or ethnic dances with
different clusters of qualities and
themes. A range can be found within
one cultural region, but it is easier
to get obvious contrast by selecting
from different cultural areas. Example:
Slavic, English Country dance, Greek.
Mexican. Perform the dances and try
to experience their qualities rather
than projecting a preferred American
feeling on them. (e.g., castanets and
heel tapping are inherent in all Mexican

dances?) Later define some of the
feelings, preferences, and understandings
that the dances seem to suggest.

2.2 Perform selected dances from different
societies or periods of time. (Court

Dance, Square Dance, Charleston, Hula,
Solo, Highland Fling). Discuss some of
the clues whieh enable differentiation
among dances and some of the factors
which might be relevant to their
particular character. You may delve
into the music which was usually featured
with these various dances and possibly
the environments.

2.3 Form small groups to work on the same
choreographic assignment, followed by
a discussion of the unique solutions
and their possible sources. Examples
Develop a short dance which explores
the feeling of time end space and

movement of children. Consider the
games and songs, the fantasies and
fears, the real and imaginery
relationships with people, objects
or environments that might be good
material for the dance. Encourage
the groups to clarify a tartis4
Fnint. Perhaps just one of the

NUM 2

following questions might yield a
concrete decision about mos- ment, a
space, a time, or a feeling from
which to begin. What were your
favorite games? What movements, ;spaces,
environments, times? Do you remember
movements or words Oust you liked to
repeat? What were their rhythms? Did
you have any vivid or recurring dreams?
Were there ever distnrtions of space
and time? Where did you like to go to
explore, to play, or to be alone?
What was the quality of this place?
Share your choreographed dance with
others. Discuss the ways the groups
revealed their ideas and feelings to
others. What differences or similarities
may be observed among the groups?

2.4 Arrange for a folk festival that is
representative of the ethnic or
cultural groups living in your
geographic region; OR attend a folk
festival where the dance, music, costume
and foods of various groups are featured;
OR interview people from other countries,

video tape demonstrations or exhibits
of their arts.

2.5 Learn some basic postures and arm
positions associated with several dance
styles like Balinese, Pallet, African,
Hawaiian. Discuss the problems of
mastering these styles for people who
are culturally unrelated. Discuss
possible analogies with language learning.
Seek out authentic music so that you
may sense the life of the shapes and

positions. Photographs can also
ftelp. Discuss cultural differences in
jate of modification of conventions and

styles and the relative value pla7ed on
newness.



EXPLORING THE EXPRESSION OF IDEAS AND FEELINGS THROUGH MOVEMENT

l. ! '.L,mvlete the following sentences with
ayproximately R seconds of movement which
can also involve sound and word makini as

accompaniment. After each completion, an
.:bserver-in*erpreter may he asked to
re!.tate his impression of the response 1-1
movement, sound, or visuals. Encourage
students to respond in movement Quickly
withut calculating. The sense of the
completion will be in the movement
and not in a verbal translation:
words "Tay be used to highlight some
of its properties afterwards.

:.tartern (in l's) Interpreters fin 1...1)

I feel You feel
I like You like
I know You know
1 inigine You imagine

fin 2's or 5's) fin 2's ot (*si

We feel
We like
We know-
We imaiine -

'They feel
They like
They know -
They imaline

--

Discogs 'lance aq a reans of expression of individuals

(I's Ind You's) and Is groups of pefT:e.
iwe's ant They's$.

OEST COPY MAILABLE

DANCE 1

1.2 Identify attributes you value th
peorle toehtle, streno, +11'0,1,
ani ways you thitA pe,ple should
interact or relate to or" anoth,r
(supportive, indevendent, fornli,
etc.) Then select one two
attributes and interietion -ilues int
develop short dances which
demand, or enphasize then.

1.1 Imagine that your schucl is a t,-t ii
society Or trilv. Outline the
times, places, anl ways you might
dance. What kind of dance might
you do in the norning, noon, c.r
school? Wolld there be leaders?
Would there ne couples, small woupc,
or one large grour? How woul I *he

teachers relate? Would their
dancing be cool or energetic? would
it change with the circumstances?
Would there be any point at which
the purpose of the dance was more
than social but political or spirltull?

1.4 View films of dancp, making
observations as to the needS, values,
and understandings expressed. Organize
some video taping so that y,,u may
view yourselves in the same way.
Political, social, interpersonal
relations or special school events.
poetry, music or a work of art aro
just a few of the themes you may
choose from. Note postural and
gestural movement, use of space, energy
and time. Observe facial expression,
eye focus, interactinn, and relation-
ships to environment and dress, Make

note of any conventions nr movement
signals.Crhis experience has direct
FligttRuhip to those soygested on



EXPLORING TRE PHENOMENA WITH WHICH DANCERS WORN
UNDERSTANDINn THE APPEAL OF DANCE

4.1 2,ee.entrate on feeling, seeing,
aed hearing the motion provided in
a series of short sequences. Spend
enough time so that you become very
sensitive kinesthetically to the
movement idea and will be able to 'IRA
It as voolbulary for A persenal

geluence.
Sample sequences:

Press out air, contracting the
body inward and toward the
center. Then inhale deeply le
the body expands outward.

Turn slowly placing each foot
clearly on the floor. Oradually
accelerate to a sudden, clear.
and audible stop.

Walk very smoothly in a path
around the room to the sound
and duration of a vowel sound.

!lee quick strong gestures of the

arms and legs exploding air
in consonnant sounds as in Karate.

Seluenoe, phrase, and dramatize the actions

in any combination or repetition, making
sure you are aware of the sensnry experience
created fnr others as well as for ynureelf.
Alter you have shown your wnrk, dicoss the
sources of yeur decision making in
constructing your sequence. It iS likely
that some examples of aesthetic reasonini
based an perceived rightness will emerre.
41t leeked better, It felt right. It

eeere; to snund better this way./

4.: Identify trevable body parts and write thee

en earls. Do the same for natural actierl
verbs like lift, pull, rise, fall, pie.h.

etc. 'ualifying adverbs like softly,
sm.othly. frantically, etc. can also

esed. Arbitrarily combine earde
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into programs which are then read
sensitively in regard tn speed aril
accent as instructions to mov-rs.
Select a cembination of oards you think
might work well tegether for development
of a short study. A variation of thts
experience can ee eve/eped by usin, ae
artistic source for developing the
word programs. (sketches, poetry,
photographs) The word programs can b,
taken away to leave just the resoufer
and the response. DiscuSs your
experience in light of the suitability
of movement as an expressive medium
and/or the personal satisfaction you
had. Add to your understanding of tole
appeal of dance by identifying words
whirh suggest rhythmic, dynamic., or
spacial patterns of motion and then
design them inte sequences. (low, htitt,
circle evenly, aocelerate, stop,
enllapne curve, straight,
shake, hold, shake, shake, shake, shake,
held, hold, curve in )Combine some
of these with yogi previously developed
sequence, now dd'they change the
feeling an4 rwetall spirit the

seluotn^e7

4.1 With 8 group of 8 to 12 classmates, *reit,.

motion sketches around en.:ir nmental
images, i.e. a large body of water,
variable wind, a sail beat. 0ne pereen
becomes the sound maker whe centrels
the wind factor while most of the
dancers create the overall rippling
or waving of a changing sea. Several
dancers can move through the space.,
gliding and aoeelerating and chaniing
direction. A range of images can be
imagined to include vertical movement as
well as horizontal. expLeilve as well as
sustained.9 1



DANCE 3

INDERSTANDING THE UNIQVFNESS OF INDIVIDUALS WITHIN A CULTURE

1.1 Set up lights as in a shadow play.
Observe your classmates as they
dance in the lights. Guess the
identity of the dancers. Discuss
peoples' moving "fingerprints" and
the sources of individuality.
Question whether they might be able
to make distinctions between people
frc.m different cultures or eras by
their movement*. Discuss the dangers
and uses of stereotypes and the need
for particular knowledge in making
assessments as in your own
identification of each other. View
films featuring the founders of
particular styles or innovations in
dance. It is frequently easier to
observe the differences if you don't
use the sound tracks. Mow do their
movements differ from one another?
Mow do their movements reflect the
time and place in which they lived?
Select sound accompaniments for the
featured artists. Compare your choices
with the sound tracks of the films.

3.2 Collect photographs and prepare
slides that present the work and
times of dance artists) i.e. Graham,
Mumphrey, ealanchine. Micholais,
Cunningham. Ailey, Mitchell. Put
together a slide/tape (perhaps
multi-image) program that you can
share with your classmates or
younger students. Cluster your
imazes and sounds in such a
way that the style of the artist

33

is emphasized along with the times
in which the artist lived (lives).

3.7 If possible ma%e arrangements for
programs in which the dance companies
reflect these styles and innovative
changes. (Se sure to provide
opportunities for exchange of ideas
with the dancers.) Study each style
for its distinctiveness. Why was
the dancer or style considered
innovative? What may have been some of
the circumstances that influenced the
dancer 7

4



DANCE 6

EXPLORIWG THE PHENOMENA WITH WHICH DANCERS WORK
VNDERSTANDING THAT A DANCER'S FNER6IFS ARE F/CLISLD AND PATTERNED IN TIME

6.1 Establish a pulse or basic beat in
one part of the body (head) and then
shift it through other body parts
(shoulders, hips, knees, arils) until
finally it becomes a walk. Alternate
tempo (fast, medium, and slow). Experiment
with accents, acceleration, deceleration,
Try acceleration/deceleration going frOm
up to down, down to up, forward or back,
with total body or just body parts.

6.2 Establish a two phase breath sequenee
of expansion and deflation in which the
whole body becomes involved. Begin to
travel with the pattern developing
variations and shifting the tempo of
the breathing to become more excited oi
serene in feeling. Collect in groups
of various numbers and connect in some
way so that the group feels like a whole
creature. Break up and realign.
Accompaniment, if used, should re-A have
a percuesive quality, but rather should be
smooth, nr reverberating.

6.3 Clap cut the rhythmic patterns of your
first and last nanes. Try to sound that
rhythm with other parts of your body.
Make up a movement pattern which ecnformq
reythmically with the way you say your
name. Ask your classmates to say yon
name, move to your name and then do
both together. They should not use
your movement. This can be e2aborated
into whole sentences incorporating the
name or sound and mOvement into
erehestrations of various names.
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6.4 Develop a list of descriptive energy
words: explode, collapse, shake,
glide, swing, push, bang, quiver,
etc. Select a word series and compose
short movement studies using those
qualities.

fi.S Think of series of activities or energies
that go in sequence in the environment,
in mechanical or electrical operations;
i.e. ;amusement park sledoe hammer
event in which the person I. gets set,

2. swings the hammer, 3. hits lever,

4. the weight goes up, S. maybe
strikes the bell, 6. comes down again.

7. reverberates) Try to recreate the
quality of time and energy used through
the sequence. You may first mime the
sequence, but then you shOuld try tn

take any common elements of nhape,
situation, or space away and just
recapture the time-energy seriec. This
can also be done with human feeling
episodes involving the shifting energies
and times of developing ext-itement,
fear, etc.

Nntr.; Amplify rhythms, dynamics, or designs
of any movement assignment by attachini
sound makers, lights, or streamers
to the body. Another experience in
amplifying interesting elements involves
a shadow figure whn fixates, reverberates,
or stops action in response to the

main dancing figure. Vas can best
be done when the dance is known well
by both figures and there has been some
opportunity to try nut the process.

3



EXPLORING THE PHENOMENA WITH WHICH DAWERS WedRli
UNrEPSTANNW THAT BODY ANe waT1')N HAVT SHAPE ANTI FX1ST 1,4

Set up a spotlight in the center of
a darkened rooM. As you experiment
with the following exerrines, pause
occasionally to stud the clibouettr..;

,ast on the walls:

Find as many ways as possible to
create angles in body shaping and then
space shaping (floor pattern, in the
air), Explore curves in the body and
then in the space. In continuous aetien
cove through various curves and angles,
stopping m-mentirily Po imagine the still
ihet-iraph that night he taken there.

cemhyne -urves and angles by shavina
the br:dy into the letters of a word. wriap

or print the word in space. Think of
different body parts as the point td the

Think of the ,enter ef weight as
t!Ie writinq.

Lxplere down-up-forward-backward-
si ieward-ani around. Vary the range or
amount sp,:e covered in each of these
directi-ns. Set a pattern to pv'f':dc'.
C,mbin. several dancers' patterns In a
single seluenre, Test to work out
any traffic :iiseusr plir)ay

d lite .t

Build symetrical group designs
Ly having one person entor the space
and assgme a shape. One after anothei
catier gin-ers add thverielves ta, the
d-sign sc. that it ultimately

sy-eetly. Do the same thing tii*
its, m-vement wh rh is simple *1;0
Tepeaitive enough to allow etheic I

35 01,1te, rory It easily.

DANCES

Have someone call oat design
emphases...spherieal, vertical, open,
three dimensional etc. By the count f

three, each dancer shpuld he in an
individual shape which relates to thv cuncept.
When doing this in groups, one takes the
lead and the others in sequence eontribute
to fulfilling the concept by the count ef In,

Take away the countina an4 trism

chltv to shape.

Create short movement studies based
on the changing shapes and the space use
of some imagined phenomen-n. (a, hot wax,
b. crumpled r, a 1 it.).1

Note: V-1.1 may. f course, do any er all
of these without the spotlight, Or you
may want to vary the .pwIci2iv,.
'he following:

carry eelored flashlights
move in front ef primary light sellr,o,;
Use scarves Or colered streamer,

' video tape the expleriti,gis fr feture
viewing

a
take distance shots with polaroid eamera

so that you can study thv spaces and

shapes formed by the darwers at
varieus times.

94



UNITING IDEA AND FEELINGS WITH FORM

8.1 Organise into small group* of 3 or
6 and select a canon you know how to
sing. (Ruw, Pow, Row Your Boat.../
Compose a movement sequence which
is repeatable and emphasises visually
and dynamically the quality of the
canon in entrances and complimentary
phrasing and relationships. How do the
resultant forma relate to space and tire:
Note: Many dance Sequences parallel the
forms of music--the canon is just one.
Research will lead you to discovering other
organisational forms. Your research ahmuld
include viewing films, enjoying danre
performances and, of course, actual
explorations yourself.

8.2 You will need group,i of 5 or 6 people
to develop this experience. Arrange
yourselves on a diagonal. Person
in front does a simple movement.
Person 2 performs a different versin
of person l'e movement (perhaps
larger, smaller, faster, slower,
fragmented, embellished, etc.) Person 3
performs another Variation of person l's
movement, as do the remaining dancers. Tho

foruatien can be changed and the original
movement phrase can becoae more complex
Aq each member understands thA there. amd

variaticnS concepts.

(1,3 View or participate in several dances.
Find a way to communicate through
ml-ement what you perceived the form
to te.
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DIUICT 7

EXPLoRING THE EHENOMENA WITH WHICH DANCERS WORK

VNDEPSTANDING THAT THE Focus ANP PATTFP r A ()AWE romucTs RHYTHMS ANn DYNAM1:5

7.1 Observe closely the movement of some
person, animal, or machine. Then try
to copy that movement with a little
exaggeration. A your classmates
watch they should be able to identify
who or what you are and what you are
doing or feeling. Be sure to
incorporate the natural or exaggerated
rhythms of the person or thing you
observed.

7.2 Select animals and try to capture
characteristic aspects of shape
and movement. Develop a short
mime sketch involving An incident
(an encounter with danger and a
resolution) keeping the "animal
being' primary.

Develop a dramatic sketch of
the same scene but take liberties
with the shape and movement in order
to emphasize feeling* and form the whole
episode as a play. (Could have mini-acts

1,2,3.) Deal only with a primarY
quality of the animal (lumbering,
quick, snesky) or of the form or the
scene (from calm to excited to calm)

or of the emotionsl tone (fear,
confidence, Pr bravery) and freely
construct a short sketch which is
appealing as quality or pattern, not
necessarily recognizably related to
the original image.

7.) Think about natural or mechanical
forms or any sequence of events as a
basis of structure. (i.e. the inflation
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of a balloon, its travel in
relation to air currents, its
gradual deflati-n or its poppini? 1

seed ;rowing to full bla'a with
various ups and downs of weather: or
arrivals at a party, the full scale
party, departures from the party;
T.V. set warming up, going out. an4

into focus, being turned off, and

fading out.) Experiment with
movements that express the dynamios

of the event. Select those which
carry the most interesting motion

possibilities. Try several with A
group of your classmates using a
caller or sounds to signal the
changing dynamics.

7.4 Capture and convey movement and
sound qualities by sitting in cir,le,

of approximately 6 people. One
member begins by performing a
very simple 2 or 3 phase movement
with sound (example: relaxing forwsrd.

sounding ssgsshhhhhht twistinq and

looking to the side, sounding uh.)

Each member in sequence around the

circle repeats exactly the pattern.
When the lest member has completed
the pattern, he or she adds another

segment. This enlarged pattern
iS then sent around the circle until

one long pattern is developed.



UNDERSTANDING STYLES AND CONVENTIONS

4.1 View a film on ballet and discuss
the roots and sources of its current
existence in America. Identify those
artists whn transcended and transf,,rined
ballet into its contemporary forms. Nh,,n

did the modern dance emerge? Is it a
continuation in develnpment of
or a new beginning?

9.2 Learn the basic ballet vocabulary and
the principles which characterize
it. The preference lor curve, narrow
base, and erect and elevated torso can
be used as a basis for a ballet etyle
improvi.ation. Positions,steps, and
patterns can also he c.,7mbined arl
arranged.

9.3 Sre films or attend several dance
performances and discuss the traditicrr:
out of which the works came. Consider
whether there were great or Small
challenges to traditions represented in
dances and how different people might
react to them. Consider fads, popularity.
generation gaps, ethnic-cultural 4arc,
etc. in the reactions.

9,4 Think about the dance you would orranire
if you were 4 choreographer. What kind
of dance would it be? Would it invnlvo
more than 'Ile person? would it be for
somec,ne cr some special Um', or place?
What w-uld it lnrat like and how waild
penple feel when they were seeing it:
What color or tone would it have? Jo.

your ideas using a 4ymbol system.
y kn w i n%-ent c,np. Icometi,,eq
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DANCE 9

you can use gesture drawings or
arrows to communicate your intentions
to others.) If you ran talk s,me
of your friends into trying to 'Trake'
your dam-e, you will obtsin svme
idea of the work A. the ch,,rengrapher.
Have yog adopted a style or tradi'l,,nal
form or are you wniking tr,watt
unique, individual style?

Identify several ideas (7,T asumrt
atnIut what dance is, hnw it sh,nill
be performed, 1.17 wh-m, in what
circumstances, what makes it yond
nr bad that they think they (-cull

chillenge, texamilek--clinceiss!,-01 !

be specially trained, or sh uld
a certain height, weight or sex,
audiencos sh-uld remain seated, Tlanw-d
performances are better than unf.13nn,I
ones, etc.) Try produce a
dance which proves that the assumption
(any one you select) may not be true.
Will it matter if the audience alroes'



UNDERSTANDING THAT INTUITION. IMAGINATION AND SELECTION
ARE HET INGREDIENTS OF ALL CREATIVE ENDEAVORS

Choreographers have ideas, sensitivities
and skills regarding themes, movement,
forms or methods from which they develop dances.

Since creating any dance involves decision makina
and personal selection, it is often interestirla

to share some of the possible souro.es ft.r the waive
gruith of dances.

Devise improvisations or short danres
starting from different initial

Plastic clothes bags, hoola hoops, lhy

provocative matethls or implements.
Experiment with shape, texture, sural,
real and imagined :unctions, 1.v:es 4s in,
boundary markers, vehicles for dram.os,
intera,-tion, or sources for timina.

Elevations and falls or any other
or heightened kinesthetic experieno,..,
Experiment with movement sequencing.
varying energy and rhythm, clear and
unclear eye focus, individual
dependence.

A narku poem, a mobile, or any other
sensitt...e source of imagery; vertal,
visual, or auditory. Experiment with
weight, crlor, taste, tone, rh}thm.

,-hara,ter,
rog luti9n.

Rest- ol molt sneeqsly pt,1
Inct it l!tr 5,,ut

Plepare s series of cards (,-ntaleo .
a of things to dc.. Th,

should call for spontaneus or
imalinative responses. The
may include abstract sound or vie .11

hrcihrctt rhores,
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DANCE 10

reciting..,As one person signals, the
rest of the group must quickly read the
card and within a few seconds produce
a movement appropriately selected
for its resronni.:oness to the written
description.

Prepare a series of "feel}, bags" eaeh
containing a material of different
texture. As a person feels the
texture, hisor her movement should
reflect the feel of the texture itself,
its opT-7,site or t/te pern's te!rrnnse
to the texture.

Say a word, make a s,und, proleot a
visual image so that others may trilwe in

spontaneous resp,mse OR study the image.
listen to the sy..ind and ideas to

grow imaginatively. Select the ideas
you feel are most satisfactory and
develop movement pattefns thrt express
your ideas and feelinas.

In each of these instances, an imaginative
choreographer could plan the rspnses
into a sequence, creating an
s.xpressive, sensitive danre.



DANCE 11
LEARNING VOCABULARIES, TOOLS AND SYSTEMS

Students will spontaneously develop special vocabularies and
sometimes tools when working towther on a fairly complex dance

prolect. Movements and sections of the dance often get named so they

ran be referred to and sometimes rules develop for organiratinn. After

the completion of any pr,)ect this could bp dis,-ussed And theletA

enhanoing the meaning of the ,-.'noeft.

11.1 Develop a ,ceries cf at least 10
movements ivocabularies). Agree 'Apon
a quality or overall attitude for the
perfermance: r.e., cool, refined, militant.
boistrous, serene. agitated. In small
groups quickly arrange short dances using
the vocabulary so that it is recognirable
to everyone in the group. Now long
do you think it would take before the
group would diverge into unique styles
and vocabularies if they were to ,-,...ntinum
t" iane T.,11..thPr?

11.: Systems for reading and writing movement
allow dances tr, be notated and then
reconstru-ted at a later time. Stu4y the
ways that have been devised:
"R3Sle symbols of motif writingPrepare
overhead transparencies containing the
symbols. Devise a game that will involve
your friends or younger students in simple
movement phrases if they interpret the
symbols correctly.

'The basic staff and Symbols of
LabanotationRead and write simple
walking patterns vith changes in level,
direction and rhythm. Exchange soeres sc
that each may read and perform the pltterrls
of another.

al

-Flash large symbols on the wall 35
a basis for improvisation.

'Stage directionsGive dire,-tions to
each other. /Cc, drwnstale, left and
taee upstage, right.)

.Recall movement vocabulary you
already knowCompare thy movement
with symbls. Row would you record
the tempo, feeling of the Various
dancers? Compare music terminology
such as allegro, andante, starcato,
with the desired movement.

el
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UNDERSTANDIkin nroirF AS AN ART FORM
DANCE 12

Although dances have Rubte or refer to things felt or ondrsts
mach of their meaning is net eanslatat.le into words and must be

derived from experiencing the Jtlity and form rf the particular

dance. S,r,etimes only design cf motion is tmorrtant sometimes ideas,

attitudes, social circumstan-es, and ermetir%es literary themes need

to be grasped for a dance to he understerd. Sensing 3 chere.grare:

approach is a key to the appt.11.1
t!,14,, ". ,,-,","ty th,

enitItment of hiq Or her ,buye.

12.1 After yog create and show dances or
movement sketches, discuss viewing
strategies in relation to your work
and to have erewers and drers
tptveptir,r1s.

12.1 Review the outline for "artists
in the schools" presented as an
"Arts fxperience" and arrange for

sueh a dance happening in your sohnol.

17.2 View one or more dance works several timrq.

Following eaeh viewing, immediately do a
giick sketch, or series of words directei
first toward the movement experience rf the

pipet.; secrnd, toward the form; and thtrA

toward the meaning. Discuss the dances
and compare the reactions. Determine whet
kind of reading, research, or other life

experience would help in a fuller appreciati ii

rt the dances. If possible, undertake thi,
werk. review the dances again, and write
esslys describing the work for others. ii

the role of the critic. (This can also be
simplified and directed toward ethnic danoes

which can hr perceived more easily and vett i'met

14 well.'

If fi



UNDERSTANDING DANCE AS ENTERTAINMENT, RECREATION AND RITUAL

Some dancing is mostly for the people dancing, some mostly for the
people watching, and some mostly for ideals of truth or worship.

Dance can be recreation, entertainment, art, or ritual. Who
dances and how and where they dance ran give an indication of the kind

of purposes the dance may hare.

13.1 Do some dances that were designed
primarily for participation and
en'oyments square dances, social dances,
folk dances, or popular rock. Try to
identify what about these dances reveals
their purposes. Are all these dances
equally fun to people of different
backgrounds or age levels?

13.2 Quickly make up some rather showy
routines, like a can-can or a "-lune
Taylor" number. After you have
performed them, discuss dance as
entertainment on television shows,
clubs, between halves at football
games, and in the theatre or movies.
Try to identify typical characteristics
of dance hat is intended to be enter-
taining.
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DANCE 13

11.1 Think about rituals you may have
participated in or seen. Were
there particular movements or patterns
of action prescribed7 (church,
graduations, coronations, ball games,
etc.) Try to figure out the qualities
of a ritual and makeone up for some
kind of event, such as the opening
of a school, the first snowfall, etc,

11.4 Show several films of dance works
considered to be art and discuss
sensitivity, creativity, and
challenges to perception and values.

If I



DEVELOPING SKILLS AND SFNSITIVITES

Dancers work to define themselves, to differentiate among qualities
of motion, to expand their range of feeling and emotion, to orchestrate
their action, and to transcend any limitations to their total understanding
and spontaneous experiencing of dance. Deve/oping control of movement
depends on accurate feedback, making it imperative that everyone work
for perfect movement accuracy and clarity.

14.1 Initial sense of body control;

Preliminary exercises in alignment
4nd breathing, centering the weight,
lifting it up thr,.-ugh the floor and
freciwi the arms, shoulders and neck.

Simple stretches of spine, hips, legs,
ani f,et with emphasis on the fixed
point from which the stretch takes
place and the stabilizing of other
actions while the breathing stretch
takrs place.

Isolations of movements of particular
body parts such as shoulder forward-
center-back-center and up-down, both
shoulders together, separately and
alternating. Emphasis on clear
diret action of only that part moving.

Simple movement tasks which must be
und-ist-od exactly in their principles
but n.'t dependent on any particular hrdy
shape or placement; Le. a steady
derleraion whic'l could be done with
one holy part., walking, spinning or
risina so lonl as the deceleration is
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DANCE 14

. Simple cmmbinations of movement in
place or across the floor which are
exactly understood in their timing,
energy use, and body placement. When
you develop the movement phrase, you
should decide the quality and imagery
which shr,uld be captured in the performance.

I 11'



DEVELOPING SKILLS AND SENSITIVITIES

The total body has a center to which all of its movement relates;

in addition, there are shifting centers for movement of body parts.

These centers can be points of initiation or axes for rotation. As

well as being located in the body, they ran be projected outside the

body.

IC,1 Greater awareness of body control:

-Locate the center of the body (behind
the navel). Stretch away from and
relax into that center. Shift from
standing to kneeling to sitting to
lying down and up again keeping a
breath rhythm as a basis for timing.

Move the center forward, side,
back, and around in various places and
directions. Think of this center as a
button on a string being held vertically
and spun so that it bows out and around.

Imagine that yourwhole body is in
cement up to the middle. Your upper body
is free to sway forward, side, and back
from the center, somewhat like a flexible
tree w2th strong firm roots in the ground, '

'Locate renters st your shoulders and hips.

Imeoine that those centers ars fixed like

the ropes of a swing to a branch of a tree.
The branch goes into the side of your
shoulder or hip and your srms or lege swing

freely as the ropes...alone. in combination,
to different heights, and even around.

415

Locate a center point outside the body

as on a branch above. Imagine your center
of woight is attached by a rope to
that center and begin to swing your whole
body unit in relation to that fixed point

above. You will be loweet when directly

below the point and highest when fartherest
forward or back.

Locate n center beside you. Touch

it with your fingers keeping your arm
straight and walk around it. Move further
out from that center and travel the
circumference &gain, but in addition think

of the center inside your body and raise
it up and lower it so that the circling
becomes like horses on a merry-go-round.

Work in couples or small group. taking
turns pointing to or making yourself
become the projection of different axe.
for the others who try to move according

to the axes given.

I' 3
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DEVELOPING SKILLS AND SENSITIVITIES
DX.NCE 16

The body can be aligned and balanced in many different ways with
various body parts serving to form the base for static and dynamic

postures. For clarity of shape, efficiency of motion, and respect

for stress to the body structure, body parts need to be stacked over

the base in A direct line with the intended direction nf motion and

carrying the weight of the body part ahaea.

arett,r aaarenees of body control:

Exveriment with different pastuees,
alignrents, halances. Think of puttini
some iart or ptrts of your body on the
flyer and then stacking and balancing
othar segments on top. Try to project
the balaeaed position through space when

possible. Discuas what parts of the
bady ar:dinarrly serve to protert the
b,,Sy cf

Plaae feet in various positione; bend
knees so that they travel directly ever
the feet and the hips. Lower 90 that the

weight is centered. Give a little spring
so that 'he weight goes up and through the
toes and comes back into ankles and knees

ond hips. Try different feet positions
and different heights but always followina
the lirect stacking rule of knees over
taes. If this cannot he dyne* no
piciectran ,lamping or hopping) should be

att,aeted. Experiment with shifting
tne ,,..r,ter or hips and weight slightly
pne dr.ecaion or another so that the

olre shapes.

Stand le-really with both feet on the

gr-und. Concentrate on the stackini
of y-ur pelvis, rib cage, and head.
Each should be separated by as much
space as possible at the waist and neck.
In nrder to stack squarely the pelvis
must fare directly forward, not tilted

up or down. (This is arcomplished
by shortening or lengthening the abdominals
or the loaer back depending on the errnr.t

The rib cage must alma face forward
anl not up or down. The head should
be high and directly above the rib cage,
making as long a line as possible from

the ankle bone through the center of

the hip, the shoulder and the ear.
Imagine a string is attached to the top

of your head. Relex and slump like
a pepiet and then be pulled tall free
the string. Repeat several times. Cut

the string, slump forward, bend knees

ant hang over. Imagine the giant hands

of i sculptor starting from your feet

ant straightening your knees; then pushing

serrn1 r
will rike you off plaae as W,01 up on your stomaeh and down on your sest,

He Ft,1,:kc each vertebra one after another
until fraally he unfolds your neck and

rits his hands an both sides of your
heat ant pushes in and lifts you to the
trllect aed eost balareed position so that

y-o wo9't fall over nr slump in different

re-t 'es. Repeat .

n 1 f nlances II 07P. foOf

0 .! 1,nlil fn't, kno.e, hip, AS I trunk

ant ait'arent kinds et nr.va-ti and limb
des)qns atave. After each halanre, lift
tie. h., 1, fall off balance, and start

F.X1 vtiment with closed and



MAMA IX IDSCATIOM

"brio/0rd

The essence of drams lies in a twofold &ottani consolously assuming an identity othar

than ono's own and socaptiog others in the idol:tithe which they choose to mum. It la one

of Lim ways through which people have elms explored thoir worlds, real or Imaginary, and

their roles in those worlds. *any= engage in dranatie play purposefully, even if iplayfUlly,"

and modally whin a leader skillitaly directs your activity, drags conatitutos an offootivo

say of ccuftwing personal solf-disocrery with grow interaction. Ton will find thst dramatic

play, whether formal or informal la strmoturo, prompts you to both expand tbo range of your

perceptions and to sharpen them and to seek yider loons for expressioo. At the ems tine

you'll find reward in sharing or coesunicating with yovr follow players. Since drama calls

for you, in Coleridgsteworde, ... to willingly suspend disbelief,' it alloys you safely to

explore roles and relationships outsids of reality, to seek solutions to problem* based on

tensions and conflict@ and to employ both your intolliganco and your motions in stating and

reoclving these questionsy for drams is ',embolic play providing learning-oontinums from

birth through maturity. The simplest "let's pretend an if a.." experience is at its core

equally opplicable to the pre-schooler's attempt to learn how a caterpillar soros and to the

negro actor's attempt to interpret ling User. Pim aspartame. any be mooted tins and

time ogein with the assumes that repetition will provide fresh insight., yield now pettsros

of expression and communication and prompt continuing efforts to attain pertinent skills.

At firat 'vow, find it difficult to determine when and whore drams experiences are

appropriate. ?whops you might choose initially to experiment during a 'free" period or to

lint drama with a laminae arts unit. Ao you acquire confidence, both in yoursolf as a lender

and in drams-an-learniog, you will in Jai likelihood begin to find other times when drams is

"right," othor situations which sole to cry far exploration std unierstanding through play.

Too se a loador will want to hood Diderot's naxim to play with a cool hood and a warm heart.

But you %mut also provide the stimulus for play, offering choice., asking provocative quectione

and listening to the answers, bolding back critical judgments and, stove all, belioving la what

you and the group are doiog. And, when the game is corer, you will want to help the participants

to realise and to articulate whet each hos learned through ploy and to help the group in plannina

for the next dramatic exporience. The dramatic
experiences promoted here aro no morel thsn

trativo. Soth you Andaman's of your group will want to mak* variations, simplifying ease exer-

cises or making thna mom demanding, rendoring each more pertinent to weds and opportuoities,

attitudes and eortrannento. Bat, oven before you decide to employ &mos witb your students, ve

urge you to practice and refine your skillet by enrolling in one of the neon workshope and classes

in 'Creative Brame" which are now being offered throughout tho state.

1 I 5
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UNDERSTANDING THE PHENOMENA WITH WHICH DRAMATISTS WORK

ENSEKBLE AlaIOn

Each of the following exercises is designed to supply motivation for ensemble ef-

forts. Each employs a different mode, successively emphasizing verbal, physical

and problem-eolving skills so as to immerse the probability of "reaching' each

member of the group. The discuesion that follows each ezperienee can be focused

on the opportunities which drams provides for sinultanersuely incorporatieg en-

semble effort and vigorous assertion of personality traits expressed through

characterisation.

IbS-BM211L2-8a2.

1.1 Form a circle of 1,5-30 people in comfortable
positions. Ask one person to Per any number
from mem to nine, the next person to repeat
that number and to enter one more, building
cumulatively arouod the circle. Should e47
person fail to liet the numbers in the right
sequence that person has the option of bogie-
ning all over again vitb one number. Stress

the goal of the game---to 'templet* one fUll
circuit of the circle vith correct repetitions
of the greying list of numbers.

Ieitially people will invent rand= sequences;
13-3-1-6 etc, Gradually they rill came to reo-
oasis's that the goal allows for ordered sequen-
ces as an aid to memory' l -2-1-4- or 2-4-6-5-

etc. It will tben develop as a contest between
the "sequencers* and the person or parsons who

insist on breakieg the pattern. Group pres-
sure mounts for conformity to the agreed upon
game plea but will often yield to accommodate
a noo-sequential 'seven" in an even-numbered

',gumless. The game poses s nice balance be-
tween group pressures and individual needs
and provides for easy reeonci/lation of truth

demands. It is intended as a verbal prefeee
to other mrperiences which pose equal but
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lese euccinctly stated demands for ensemble

action.
(Supplied by Victor Miller/

Ihx_)askial.

1,2 Sturm One. Aek a pereon to move to the cen-
ter of the circle aod start a machine-like
movement, one usually characterized by a
steed:, tnapo moveeent of one part of the

body. One-by-me other persons 30511 in by
adding to the movement pattern vet by the
first, perhaps linkleg arm-to-sum or adding

leg ae well as torso moment. Continue un-

til all members of the group are in the

"Machine."

Mags...Zin. Ask the players to find a sound
that seems to fit their particular movement

pattern. Add these to the ensemble effort.
Vary the speed of tbe machine by changing
tempi of either sounds or movement, Add

'break-down.' of one or more component* re-
quiring that other members of the machine
aiept to fill in for the miesing element.

DRAMA 1

I t 7 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Rmaaaber that theo original and 'Kill the moat valid meaning or Dram is *doing," WA]. we

him heaped literary nonvontiono on the word, attached narrow/ skill patterfas to its sioccution
and almost deprived it of ite original MOW, ve sees now to have cone rull-cirele in recognising

that "doing drama* IP minion. L3 learning.

is
49



UNDIRSTAMING THE PSHISMIENA WITS WHICR DRAMATISTS HORS

matimu ACTION

2.1 Working with a group of 6.8 active players ae

well as with a group of participant/observers,
designete with chairs or other objects a

210-300 courier. Ask ths players to wove tram

one end of the course to tbe other Al quietly

as they can. Thee ask them to return to the

beginning 48 though they were escaping from

prison under the very noses of the guards;

110 00u010---but 00 quickly as you ean." Con.

tinus to increame the bawds, the difficulties

and gradually injeot elements of character-

tuition; perhaps one perevn lieps or hes to be

carried; others cannot see; it's snowing; they

ere in the Sahara; they are in water three feet

deep. Ash the observers for vuggsetionst new

hasards, new situations, nem problems to fur-

mount; but remind Um observers thet they will

have to solau the saws problaws when their turn

CMOS up. Allow time for the °fugitives* to
devise eolutions, to experiment with the new
situations and with their new Characterisationa

end to devise cooperative mesas for survival.

*greet role Change. frae time to time; perhaps

the leader sprains an ankle or the blind person

regains sight. Rotate the player and obeerrer

roles and encourage ingenuity but do not criti-

cize t.r.,,ppad solutions.

S2



UNDERSTANDING THE PRENOMENA WITH WHICH DRAMATISTS WORK

JOSEMBLE ACTION

The Machine. cont'el.

After the machine Is working

maoZliand harmoniously tell the players

what it is that they ars making. They may
change their movements and their sound to
scommodate that product whether it be mall
spearmint gum drops or the largest sour.
pickle gum drops on earth. Or, perhaps the
ensemble is reedy to build a machine to meet
the requirements of a theme a pollution
maker or one to combat pollution; ono to

maks teacher's ham or ...1
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UNDERSTANDING THE UNIQUENESS OF INDIVIDUALS WITHIN A CULTURE

gEtlaliY RECALL

Two salient points will emerge from this exercise; (1) that it is the individual

wha specifies the value of things ant (2) the oar behaviors are influenced by

the items .f our environment as well as by .., reactions of ,:ur groop. Your sty.

dente will discover that, while each person
is andmated by a different set of

valuee, derived from prior experiences and expressed in varying ways, the succeao

of the group in recognizing and accepting theee diverse value-judgpents relate

largely on the precision and consisteney with which eech participant cormunicates

:+ith the group.

3.1 Aak the group to Torn a circle in standing

positicms. Dosignate a point in the center

of the circle where there rests a very smell

imaginary object. Ank c..ne of the group to

come into the center cf the circle, to look

very carefully st the object, to decide what

it is and to determine which is the best way

to pick it up and to give it to another mem.

ter of the proup---all with no conversationi

Each pernon will in turn identify the object
and will help the recipient to ehare in its
identification by observing the ways in wbich

the giver handles it, body movements, facial

expressions and the tempo of movement. Init-

ially participants will want to coneentrets

on the objeet itself. Put, with repetition,

the focus will shift so each person strives
to develop a total body pattern establishing

the identity of the object and reflecting its

intrinsic valuee, weight, size, configuration,
texture mad perhaps temperatero, color and

smell. Mere importantly, your student. will

begin to ascribe extrineic values expressing
their own emeesament of the object; is it

precious7 dangerous? fragile? Is it mine or

is it to be shared? It I* at this point that
you may begin to alter the nature of the ob.

pet during the coures of it. exchanges
"Itte getting eeld, colder; it'. almost too

cold to touche etc. Or the circumstances;
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under which it is handled; "We getting

dark; yeu can MAW scarcely Bee it; now
you must find it in the dark."

3.2 This experience can readily be extended

or restructured. The object udght be an

aedmal or eveo a person; two or more per-

eons may team up in receiving the object--

with or without shared keowledge of it.

Identityor perhapa each person is asked
to make some overt change in the object be-

fore passing it on. Hut the central ob-

jectives remain the met to develop sense
memoriste and sensory Mills in relation to

an imaginary object and, in doing so, to

heighten recogeltion and acceptance of in-

fiviiuel differences.

1 1 1

Same of the questions; which you will ask

after the experience will, of course, re-

fer to tbe *reality" of the gm' amd the

degree to which individuals were success-
ful in naggestieg the nature of the object.

But the second roued of questions will

focus on individual differences leading to
the group's accaptence of varying value

structures dependent on sex, ethnic back-

ground and oe other individual differences

which defy easy analysts.



UNITING IDEA WITH FORM DRAMA 4

ASSUMINE ANOTHER IDENTITY

The following exercises will take you and your group through a progression of

"se if" experiences, from simple and large4 static activities through complex

improvisations centering on resolution of real-life prohlems. But, to profit

from these experiences, each player must agree to relax his or her often tee-

acious grasp on "reality."

ZES_VJUDI.atarjgly

1..1 Ask the players to find a epees in which
each is migfortable and has rot= to move

freely in place. You may ask them to

shake out their hands, wrists, AMA, shoul-

ders..., freeing themselves up in whatever
ways they are accustomed to, and then re-

laxing. Tell them n story about a tree,
growing, flexing in the wind, reaching
down for water and up for wunlight, fur-
nishing a roosting place for birds, re-
plating the wind and shaking off tbe ice,
always holding itself firmly in its ground

and growing ever more firmly established

in one place. Then attit them to get on

their feet and to brgin to feel like the
tree, responding to your commentary as you
repeat the story. Allow time for the pley-

ere to find the best weys in whidh each can

*be" a tree. Perhaps some sounds will help;

the wind, the rain, the sno6 falling or the

birds locking for a nesting piece. How do

trees fall? Lightning, a forest fire, a cy-

clone cr perhspe the woodsman? When each

pleyer has fellen and Is relaxed silk each
player to think of some of the trees that

they know. How is the oak different from

the cedar? How does the young sapling dif-

fer from the established giant in the treys
that it responds to the wind or even to the

perching bled? Aelg each player to "be* his
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or her own favorite tree and to respond to

the same sorts of timuli that you have

earlier used. Perhaps you'll want pome of

the group to watch carefullYt to help you

with makieg mounds, amd to see how mans
different kinder of trees there ars, what is

common to each and what marks each as dif-

ferent. Some ambers of the group max
choose to team up in representing a very
large tree or in being a clump of birches.

Then you will want to ask ;tome questionst

Mow do trees feel? Are your arms and shoul-

ders tired? Do trees get tired? Do tress

make sounds? How do you attract sunlight,

catch the summer shower, protect yourself

against the wintev snows? Do all plants

behave in the mime wale, Wipe, roses.
eunfloweeet You'll find that you clan ex-

tend this exercise to innlude virtually

ell plant life developing remarkable Akins
in pantomime, insights into nature's/ eyelic

pattern* and ecological sensitivities.
(Supplied by Katie McGuire)
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UNITING IDEA WITH FORA

L1211111EALLIMI-M111

Aebakle. Cont'i.

6.1 Noe your group bee begun to deal seriously
end confidently with animal *beings' you
Rey want to provide pit:motions In which eo-
viremments and motivations are interlocked:

a new kitten in the bareyerd or the circus

parade threatened by rein. Toe may want to

encourage two or more ;avers to work to-
gether os sn octopus or even to flad ways
to represent tho mimosa so he spreads bis
magmlficent plumage. Iou mey want to add
human eharacters; the pet's master or els.
tress, the hunter or the circus ringmaster
and to experixent with rhythms smd sounds.
Perhaps you'll want to work with music,
Prekofiev's °Peter and the Wolf,* Saint-
Smens's "Carnival of Animals° or other
pieces freely adapted to your purposes.

Other People.

6.2 The climactic experience in this series is
improvisation centering on people in con-
flict within epecific environments. Given
a story, a folk tale, an historical Locident,

each in either totality or tregients, smmbers
of the group shoule now be ready to work in

eneemblea toward realisation of brief
ieprovised scenes, five to ten a:1=U. in

leegth. The essential elemento in virtually
all improvisations art conflict, character-
isation and environment. Elch player should
be aware of, responelve to and expressive of

all eleeents. As tbe lesder, you may find
that you must provide all three in setting up

initial "improve." Put with practice, your

players will soon be able to eels. upon one
or more of the given elements and to weave a
successful e7Pne about it. Tvo approaches

DRAM 6

are commomly practiced; one provides etimp-

ulua in narrative (oriel the other eimply
provides the raw lements.

The narrative le:pronto: "The Green Coat."

A parent and a child Be to a depart-
ment store to buy a coat for the

child. The clerk helps them find a
beautiful cost welch has been reduced
in price for finsl sale; no return

possible. They bey it and the child

derides to wear it hnme. They leave

tbe store only minutes before closieg

time. att they lave gene only a few

steps when a sleeve fell, off! A few

more steps and all the buttons fall
off. They :nab beck into the store

to get ....
(Supplied by Arther Torg)

The raw elements approach.

Specify a type of conflict: i.e.
anger/love, favor-seeking/eevy,
thirst/ambition
Dpecify a port of tharacter.
relationship: i.e. never-met-before,
nephav/aunt, vorkeriboss
And acme portions of the envirommeas
the place, the time, the circumetentes,
or simply ma objects which will fig-
ure in the seeps sad the role of each:

i.e. the menu as the precipitator of
the conflict, the salad fork as the
crisimeoaker and the napkin as the

resolving element.
(Supplied by Ann Thurman)
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UNITING IDEA WITH PORN

LIENIELAETELITEMBI

lamaliste Nun.
5.1 Using some of the sane teedtok s which

you employed in the "trees* a :cies,
you sod your group saw want to explore
being" Inanimate objects. You aro a
balloon being blown up until you aro

big end fat. You float lightly in the
brooms, higher ant higher, getting big-
ger and bigger until finally you break
and go p-a-s-s-a-s-ing around faster
imd faster finally lamling shapelmu on
the ground. Or perhaps you are an ice-
cube melting into a mooth, wideniog pool
of water. Or a strip af bacon frying in

pen, Two words of caution beret try

to avoid suggesting or accepting object.
for which there is likely to be a strong
motional attachment which would distort
tbe exercise; avoid semi-animate plants
and other objects which defy association
with any but the met bisarre action.
Wbat can the squash be expected to do?
Perhaps explode, but not In a normal

content

5.2 Assuming animal behaviors poses serious
problems; control, for one, and the dan-
ger of euperficiallty, you will mod to
provide cum which will lead people to
explore humanoid behaviors in animal
forms; perhaps a dog seeking attention,
turning to a person for removal of a
burr in its paw or a rabbit scanning the
garden for any indication of an envoy be-
fore nibbling on a lettuce plant. Set up

33

DRANA 5

problan-altuattons which propel both bu-
mans and animals into similar actions;

(Act I of Shawls ANDROCLES AND T)1 E LION

la a fine example.) wiry or terminate
the action at will. This approach, blend-

Log human behaviors with animal chsracter
lance, actually enhances tbe abilities of
your players to "fael" like animals. "How
doe, a very long mat of !Ur make you foal?"
*What do you do because of it?" "Can you

seer" "Dm yen really need to?" Dr, "bow
do you walk as qulatly as a oat; as confid-
ently as a squirral on a talapbone wire; as
majestically is a show horse?"
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worm= IDEA WITH rows

126112LIZZISILlai=
Other People. Contl.

In Whir care, allow each amiable a
short time in which to organise and pro-
pers each scene, enough them to deal with

the central *laments and to prepare an
attack but not enough to plan or to fix

dialogue. Esoh scene can taen be plaid

in 'accession.

Discussion is usually deferred until aftor
all soma halm Wen played and will prof-
itably foous on the elements listed above,
resolution of the conflict, depth of char-
acterisation and awarenesa of environment.
While comments on the first round of
°improve° my be Formalised and super-
ficial, you'll find that your players will
voon begin to deal with thaw qualitiso

which mshe for a succeesful soma and whiah
are at the heart of all arts criticism
unity, design, focus and eanviatIce sad say
will tar soon toady to apply them criteria
to formal drama, to Moretti', and to a +Tido
range of learning axporlances.
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MEDIA EXPERIENCES

Because the media encompass aural, visual and kinetic experience,
frequently within the same moment, they are closely allied with the

way people learn, respond and create. This alliance, coupled with

the intimate or personal involvement of the doer, makes the media a

potent force in the lives of students es they strive for understanding
of themselves and the world of people and things around them. The

media provide a means for communications and for heightening perceptions.

Whether they are exploratory in nature or are focused on a particular

idea, feeling, aspect of the arts (rhythm, spacial relationships, movement)

or conceptual elements, decisions are made, personal insights are gained

and the 'doing' person is recognized. The Twentieth Century immediacy of

the media iS enticing to all students.

The media experiences compiled in this section exemplify numerous

possibilities for using the media creatively. There are few suggested

questions or discussion topics because your intuition and understanding

of the situation and the student are the guides for questions to be

asked and comments to be elicited. Technical information is deleted

entirely. There are books, filmstrips, filmloops and local technicians

who can help you with such information. You will note that Many of

the experiences could have direct relationships with various courses

or content areas but for the most part they are designed to involve

the student in making personal 'statement:

117
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EXPLORING THE EXPRESSION OF FEELING AND IDEAS

1.1 With still camera take photographs which
make you feel happy or sad, tall or
short, relaxed or tense, valuable or
worthless...See if those who see the
pictures share your feeling.

1,2 On motion picture document something,
soaebody, someplace, or lcile activity
which you think you know well end hove a
feeling about. Select those images which
make clear to your audience what you
know and how it is that you know it.

1.3 On video tape, interview people
engaged in some work (labor, clerical,
professional, public service, art, etc.).
Find out how they feel abOut themselves,
their lobs, their communities, their fears
and hopes, their colleagues, etc.)

60
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uNDrRsTANDINO THE UNIQUENESS ur INDIVIDUALS WITHIN A CULTURE

2.1 Meet in small groups and select
a topic--a place, an event, a
situation. Each member of the team
should have a camera so that each person
has an opportunity to take the pictures
he or she thinks are appropriate to the
topic. tif you don't have enough cameras
Nsr the whole class, the groups may take
turns on different days. Some shooting may
be done after school and on weekends as
well.) Compare and contrast the photo9rapho
taken in terma of what was chosen for content
and how each chose to look (point of view).

2.2 Video tape artists or folk craftspeople at
work. How do culture and/or experiences
affect the artists' point of view?

2.) Make a film as if you came from s culture
where:
traffic signals absolutely controlled all movement,
or water, glass, and dirt are the only substances,
or there ie no color,
or fire hydrants are holy shrines,
or everyone is two feet tall,
or filth ie a status symbol.

1 1 9



DISCOVERING THE AFFEcT OF SENSOR'', IMPRESSIONS ON ARTISTS

3.1 Shoot a series of slides that make you
feel free or trapped, elated or depressed,
angular or curved, Study your pictures.
In discussion, discover what the visual
qualities are that contribute to these
feelings.

3.2 Shoot a film that suggests sound, smell,
taste, and touch sensations. Explore the

interrelatedness of sensory experience.

3.1 With audio tape, record sounds or
conversations using nonsense syllables to
convey feeling.

52
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F.XPLORItel THE PHENOMENA WITH WNIcH ARTISTS WORK

4.1 Give a copy of the same picture to
every meml,er of your class. The picture
should be large enough so that you can
see the details: it should have a lot of

action, because each one will make a
"film" +It that location. The "film may be
narrative, documentary, design, etc. Once
you have decided what kind of "film" you are
going to make, begin drawing screen-shaped
rectangles around each shot and number them
ln older. The shots may be of the smallest
detail or include the entire sCene. Compare
and centrast the different "films' foutel in
the ideWsrAl photo,

MEDTA 4

4.3 Video tape artists demonstrating
their treatment of (work with) the
phen,mena of light, space, motion,
CUM', Sound Or texture. For example:
"space (or any one of the phentmera)
as considered by the sculptor,
painter, poet, filmmaker, composer
*the composer (or any one of the artists)
considers space, motion, time, light,
s,,und and texture.

4.2 Select a mi;azine photograph that appealc to
you. lhen look for another picture that relates
to the first in ways other than content. fnme

of these "other ways* include composition,
texture, shape, contrast, framing, lighting,
direction, movement. Then look for a third
picture which relates to the second by a
criterion different from the relationship
of one and two. Continue with another
relAti-n4hip And Another and another...
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UNDERSTANDING THAT INTUITION, IMAGINATION AND SELECTION
ARE KEY INGREDIENTS OF ALL ARTISTIC ENDEAVORS

6.1 Write down notes as soon as you awaken
about dreams you remember. In storyboards
or film, explore the images and "logic" of
your dreams.

6.2 With a pile of random pictures develop a
sequence that is dream-like, fantasy-like.
Do not order the pictures narratively,
documentarily, or design/visually. t'se iust

"feeling-right and intuition.

6.3 Do a storyboard or film about some abstract/
concrete concept ilove, !wiliness, being loci'
in spa-e) and let the feelings flow withnut
regard to linear logic.

6.4 With video tape, interview artiste at work
about how they understand their own human
and artistic processes.
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UNDERSTANDING STYLES AND CONVENTIONS
DEVELOPING PERSONAL STYLETRANSCENDING CONVENTIONS

5.1 Shoot one cartridge of film of a
single object. Begin by treating it
abstractly, dealing with color, form,
texture, surface, and gradually treat it
more concretely and in context. Explore as
many possible variables of the camera you can
think ofz including, camera angle and position,
speed, Camera movement, lens movement, focus,
light, light sources, filters and other
mediums through which you can shoot.

5.2 Study the work of photographers such as
Steichen, Ansel Adams, Alfred Steiglits.
Take photographs like those taken in that
earlier era. What do technical changes have
to do with stylistic changes?

5.1 On visNio tape, interview the 'avant-garde'
artists in your community. What ideas do
they share with other traditional artists;
how are they different?
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INVENTING AND DEVELOPING VOCABULARIES, TOOLS AND SYSTEMS

C.1 With a blindfolded follow student, describe
in sounds, not words, some visual, tactile, or
taste experience. Let the blindfolded student
give feedback that nabls communication to

flow. See how understanding develops.

8.2 With film editing, explore the vocabulary
of visual sequencing. Look at a number of
non-dialogue films and see how meaning rises
out of images and sequences of images.

8.1 Video tape artists at work and ask about
their way of organising their work and the
systems they use which enabl them to work.
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UNITING IDEA AND PORN WITH MATERIALS AND TECHNIQUES
POR PERSONALLY SATISFYING EXPRESSIONS

7.1 With a series of slides or photographs, show
your class something, somebody, or someplace
which is important to you. Show it in such a
way that your connectedness to the subject
is self-evident.

7.7 with audio tape, collct sounds which are
important to you; then edit the tape in such
a way as to make that importance evident.

7.3 With found images from magazines, put
ten or more images together that express
precisely your hopes, fears, or aspirations
about the future.

7.4 With video tape, interview artists concerning
their perceptions about how and why they chose

artistic vocations. What kind oi students do they
remember they were7
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UNDERSTANDING A WORN OP ART

9.1 Using recorded sound, tape or records,
devise alternate sound tracks for
films. How do the new tracks alter
how the films mean?

9.2 After viewing a work in one form, translate
it into another form. For example, after
seeing a photograph, interpret it musically
or through dance: after seeing a dance, interpret
it on film. How does this process aid your
understanding of the ,riginal work...or your
response?

9.3 Video tape artists about their ides of
the ideal audience. Can spectators ever
understand the process of art making, or is
participation demanded? You may want to
interview some spectators also.
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EXPLORING RECREATION, ENTERTAINMENT AND RITUAL

10.1 Select any child's game, and film it
with great attention to form and
motion; or film it as a ritual. How
is your fi..13 different when you think
in terms of ritual?

10.2 Film public entertainment events; such as
parades. in Ruch e way as to emphasise the
formal elements of art experiencestime,
space, color, light, and sound).

10.3 With audio tape, record children's games that
have repetitive verbal patterns; e.g. Simon
Says, or Giant Steps. Play them back at
normal speed, then faster and slower. In

what ways do these sounds resemble religious
chant or folk song?

10.4 With video tape, look at ethnic ceremonies and
rituals within your community. In what ways are
these ceremonies end rituals capable of an
aesthetic analysis? In what ways are the
people engaged in form and questions of beauty?

it
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MUSIC EXPERIENCES

The experiences cm:piled on thin set of cards are protypes for those in which any aed every

student may enjoy, understand and participate. Through these end similar experiences, they

will

learn about music

creatively expmens personal ideas and feelings

and discriminately select &Ili evaluate their own and

other'a endeavors.

The categories of experiences correspond to the 10 major concepts while at the same time

providing types or models for numerous other experiences that will come from your triggered

imaginations. The experiences are designed to engage people in

perceiving mound, composed or organirei, envir.nmental or natural,

as an expressive medium
recognising their inner responses
opeely experieneing music in all ite forme and meanings

creating personalised expressions through compoeition and

improvisation
evaluating throegh highly developed criteria that doee not

exclude controversial forms
developing Mills an a necessary outgrowth of personal conmdtment

There are no grade levels assigned. As was Mentioned in the introduction to the concepts, if

a rwreon is just beginning to form a-particelar ccncert, the Lew of emberience le more imper/..

ant than the age of the person.

Many of the experiences, s they are written, may become bases for mini moursee or music studios.

Some etudents could probably pick up a card containing one of than fad continue W work irdepand

ently for some time. Dther students eill need you to help them to select appropriate compcsere or

inetruments, to find the necessary references, to lientify resource
pPople or to decide on their

experiments.

You will find that a deliberate effort has bean made to find diverse and interesting yews of

bringing the enique facets of music to every student at every level of development.

129
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EIPLORINO SOUND AS BEIM EMISSIVE OF FEELING OR MOOD

1.1 As quickly as poeettle upon hearing a
sound (environmental, vocal, instrue
mental) move the body (or pert of the
body) to correopond to the feeling

the sound caueed.
Reveree the situation, show through
action or body posture a feeling or
mood, and quickly supply a corres-
ponding sound.

1.2 Simulate a political, social or emot-
ional situation (1.e, a political rally,
a football game, a lost pet) yupply and

arrange appropriate sounds (words, music,

Syllables). Various members may direct
the group, working toward a definite
cood, feeling of excitement or whatever
emotion has been Identified with the

situation. As ar extenelon of thia,
several emotions may be combined, tbe
appropriate sounds being supplied and
arranged to convey these emotions.

1.3 Close yvur eyes and listen while a song
ie ming with a neutral sylleble (la, la).
Show by head, art and hand or total body
what the feeling or mood Is -- hapPY, aad;

rummy, serious; etc, Talk about the ele-

ments of the =sic that elicited the pare
ticular feeling or mood. Try singing the

song as a class so that the group pound

captures the mood. ley using a variety

of classroom instruments, deciding whieh
ones are apprepriate to the mood and how

they sheuld be played.
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IWSIC I

1.4 Listen to and/or record environmental

sounds, 1.e.
wind through trees in lee, with-
out leaves, dry grass,

through a nerrow opening in
window, around flapping
clothes, awnings, window-
blinds

meter mounds, horns or whistles in
the distance, clam by
water tumbling over stones, into a

jug, a flat pan,trickling into a
cup, a basin, etc.

Compare and contrast for mood produced.
Use instruments to approximate the en,

vironmental sounds.
Compile and/or compose a sequenee of
environmental sounds that engender par-

ticular moods.

1.5 Flan and present a multi-image program
which ex-menses the mood stimulated by

a selected composition. Make every

effort to couple the music and images
so that the Identified response is

commumicated.
1.1sten to and select parts of cc:po-
sitions (by the seme composer or dif-
ferent composers) that engender similar

moods or feelings.
libte the instrumentation, tempo, dy-

namics, rhythmic patterns and melodic

line . e
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DIVESTRIATING THE INFLUMIC21 07 TINE, PLACE AND OTRIN =MAY= UPON TR MISICAL SEIRSSSIONS 07 INDIVIDUALS

2.1 Observe machines in operetian (st a cam.
' traction sits, In en inntetriel plant).

Record tbe sounds. Using broad, pica
strobes of a felt-tip muter note di-
rectional movements of emohdnery parts.
Listen to your recording, noting the
rhythmic patterns, tans qumline, dynemic
level end pees. (tempo). COmpare with

the suture droller'. Develpp B movement

w pm* that exemplifies the nachines.

Compare pis slaving jg machinery moving
&gym. drnviiap. Campers your obser-
vation. with motalcal caumaitions of
Vargas, Cage, timegger, Stravinsky or

others. Het does each person reflect

upon the era of tbs machine Mist mold
yam egy the aompourel Ideas snd feelings

are? Ars there other contanparery our
posers writing frau other feelings, other
ideas? *atonalities in their nisi* am.
preee that feeling ar idea

7 3

2.2 Select moral unfamiliar contmoperary
maul recordings. Don't mom about
learning the titles. 1.1040 to the

music. Tben note the title and any
compute the 402120,0r emy hove =de
shout the music; there the idea can*
from, *at feeling was being uproosed.
Compare the composer's ideas vith your

own se you beard the suede. All cow
poser have worked out of hietorical,
philosophical or societal circumstances.
Listen to recordiags of music from other
times end places, noting the influence
those circumstance's had upon the com-

positions.
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INVESTIGATING TEE mum OF TIME, PLACE AHD OTHER CIRCUMSTANCES MONTER MUSICAL EXPRESSIONS OF

INDIVIDUALS

3.2 Bermes acquainted with thermal* of out-
standlos ampovers of various periods.
(I? IS ITT RECUSANT THAT TOD DO THIS IN

CHBONDICGICAL ORDER). ES sure to researCh
the oompoar's era as to its philosophical
end social conventions and historic happen-
ings that may have influenced the comp:leer

e.g

Ccupare the sound of Palestrines choral
music with that of Bach, Handel. When you
is* or bear than, is there a difference in
phrasing7 tone quality? texture? dynanics?
Ars there any iiimilarities? If an, what are

thm77

learn to olay a recorder; form an ensemble;
Yearn to play music by Purcell, Orlando
fibbone and =posers of the classical Period
(Haydn, *mart); try composing or improvising

in contemporary manner with your recorder

enemble. Is there a 'relationship between
the sound of the recorder and contemporary
preferences? If so, what is it?

Listen to the sounds of the harpsicthord,
piano, pipe organ, electronic organ, elect-
ronic piano and synthesiser. 1r possible,
try giving maspositions by Bab on several
of those mentioned. Which meal of Bach do
you prefer? Be prepared to defend your

choice.

7 4

Compare the sale of Handel, Vivaldi ...
with the sale of Debussy, Havel ...
While listening, draw on a large *hat of
newsprint with a broad felt-tip marker
the pattern you fail in each sample. Dee

different colors for different patterns or
feelings. How are your drawiaga the same?

different? What are same of the wad
characteristic, of each musical example?
Are the charecterietic sounds different
bonus': of instrumentation? phrasing? tex-
ture? rhythm? dynamics? melodic lines?
Young want to transfer mine of yca
drawings onto film and then couple the
fils images with thematic. Tou mmy do
this by draw* directly OD the film or
by 'shooting' in a darkened room with
colored lights. Share your *missions
with others. How ars Mermen*, of the
words lemma, and jempessionietiq defioed
in the rmaio of the composers you Immo
listened to and compared?
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INVESTIGATING THE INFptENCE OF TINE, PLACE AND CIRCUMSTANCE UPON THE tRISICAL mown= (WORMY'S MUSIC 4

4.1 Select and reeearcb a particular hirtor-
*col era of a particular People.
Develop a multi -eeneory enciromment that
includes mualc, environmental sounds,
spoken language, sights and textures,
geographic features, foods, oostume,
fibers, deeorative design. (You say

want to correlate your work with your
studies in world culture!! OR you :ay
want to develop the environment for
other groups of students.) If ymmr

class divides into group* of three or
four students with each group prepar-
ing an environment in an appliance
packing case, you will have a number
of cultures represented and will be
sble to make immediate comparisons.

7 5

4.; Prepare a collage (an audiotape) of the
eounde of various cultures ss exemplified
in their folk musics

Japanese and/or Chinese
Indian

African
Spanish
Arabic
American Indian
Slavic ...

Compare by moving as you feel the music.
(MUch of the folk music is an express-
ion of celebration or ritual and there-
fore dancing and singing are natural

complements)
Do you feel the differences in rhythm.
WIIM quality, dynmnice, tempo ?

Search out the original words to same
of the melodies and compare their
"fits:ever with the bullish translations.
If resible, listen to and learn the
original words !Yam someone who speeks

the language. Attend a folk feetival or
a performance by a group such as the

"Tamhouritaana." Exp4ore the feel and

sounds of folk instrymente. flay a

either, dulcimer, mandolin, flute, etc.
You may wept to investigate any or all

of the following questions:
Hes every culture made music
on string inetruments? wind?
percussion? How do they make

the instrmments7 What shape,
%that decoration7 what mstarials

are used? %%at kinds of sounds
do these instruments maks?
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EifICRIND MOM. WITH WHICH MIXERS WOHI
LEARNIIE MUT TIME AND ITS Armis

t.1 Co on a 'hear and feel' hunt. Listen to

the sounds made by etriking, plucking and
blowing objects in the enwiromnent until
you find sounds that are 1. the softeat,
most soothing, most mellow aound you ever
beard, 2. the clearest, most ethereal,
most soaring, and 3, the harshest, aost
vibrant, most ehsttering sound you ever

heard. (You may want to set up other

descriptive categories.) Find texture

that 'suits' each aound. 'ethane it is

the texture of the object that produces

the sound. Try matching the sound, on
musical instrumento, with your voice,

with classroom instrumento. Try pro-

during these s:umta in iifferent regis-

tere higher or lower. How does this

change affect the eounde How does it
affect you? Crganixe three pounds in a

way that expreseee your inner feeling,

about them. Use either the environ-
mental or instrumental sound, or com-
binations nf both.

5.: Select rhythm inf,truments to USP with
certain songs or recorded music beeauee
or their appropriateness nf tone quality
to the feeling and spirit of the music.
Try other instruments. Are these other

instruments appropriate':

76

MUSIC 5

Arrange for an ensemble of percussion,
wind or string musicians to perform,
to interact with you and your comroser
friends and to develop n spontaneour
eomp,sition directed by you or one of

y.ur friends:

e.g.

fostriose a simple melodic pattern and
ask the violinist to play it; have
the melodic pattern repestmd ky viola,
cello and base -- interchange the
pattern among the instruments, play
in unison and build in intensity. Try

the same prccedure with a wind or per-
cussion ensemble, the beeim being a

melodic or rhythmic pattern.

13.1



EITLCRINC PHENCNEMA ifl VMS COMMERSVME
LEARNIIC ABOUT TIMBRE AND ITS AFFECTS

G.1 Flay tbe sound gine of identifying tbo
voice, the instrument, the family of
inetrupents without assing them. Com.

slider the mod produced through the
timbre and intensity of tbe nomad.

77

MUSIC 6

6.2 Ask a group of friends to explore with
you the sound qualities nf six or
eight ninstrIments" that produce sound

by shaking (tambourines, maracas, pins

in tin box, paper clips in a paper

box). Decide on several with similar

timbres. As one person begins, the
next pins in, matching the intensity
se closely as possible, until all are

playing. Another group could nose in
similar fashion, at first watching
players, later hy listening only.

1 t81 5



EIFLORM THE FEEKINENA WITH WHICH CCEPOSERS WORN

LEARNING ABOUT PITCH AND ITS AFTWIS

7.1 Arrange sets of 'instruments' having def-
inite pitches; 1.e., chimes, saxophones,
tont bells, metal rode or pipes, peoples
voices, whistles, etc., in various pat-

terns of high and low. Compose a simple

'melody' that expresses your feelings
about a happening in your day. (You may

want to make a set of flutes or whistles
of clay or wood; experimenting with the
placement of holes; decorating thmn so
that they express the spirit of a flute
or whistle (-.T your simple 'folk melody.')

Try forming a dance pattern ard lyrice to

your melody. Share it with others. Have

some people sing your song, others dance,

and still others form your orchestra. Ton
may have to Use a notation vystem for your
musicians, singers and dancers. (If you
don't know vnr, larn One or invent ane.)

7.2 Arrange sets of 'instruments' having in-
definite pitches in various patterns of

higher and lower. Insect appropriate

definite pitches. Experiment with your

arrangement, sounding one indefinite
pitch against and with another; develop

a musical shape. Then try the definite

pitches in the same way. Which do you

prefer? Be prepared to defend your

choice. Listen to the music of various
composers such as Varese, Stockhaueen,
Harry Partch, Xenakis, Chavez. How do

these compoeers use definite and indef-

inite pdtchen? To what plrpose? For

what affect?
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7.3 Flay matching pitch gamest

. One person establiehes the start-

ing pitch and interval. Others
individually match the pitch and
interval by singing their names,
nonsense syllables, moos of ot-

leas. If a category has been
established, anyone who sings the
name of something outside the cep.

gory must change the pitch pettern
and others who follow use the new

pitch pattern. Notate the inter-

vals and scales, becoming familier
with seconds, thirds, etc. You

may make the game more complex by
developing it in the mnnner of
Toch's ineographical Nov.."

. Complete a melodic phraee Cy sing-

ing an appropriate pitch. Note

the different effects achieved by
differing scale tones or cadences.

7.4 Omnpose a simple melody on resonator
bells using a diatonic scale, then
compose one using a pentstozdc scale.

How is the feeling of the soussd dir-

ferent in each? Which scale would
you use if you wanted to express great

30Y7 WhY?

1 3f;



EIPILEIIC T PflEIDOIXA WITH WRICK COMPOSERS WORK

LEARNITE ABOUT INTENSITY AND ITS AFFECTS

8.1 Experiment with various rhythm instruments
and categorize them according to their loud-
ness an2 softness; i.e., cymbals - loud,
finger cymbals soft.) Try different ways
of playing the inetruments. Now dm you
soften Lhe sound of any particular instro-
meat; i.e., brushing the large cymbal with
the fingertips or a wire whisk? Does such
action change the timbre? Select instru-
ments to use for accompanyment to particular
BOWS.

8.2 Experiment with the dynamics of songs. Con-
duct group of singers so that the same
loudness (or softness) is maintained all the
way through the piece; then arbitrarily
(i.e. every third measure, every other line)
increase the intensity; then, if dytmnicis
are indicated, conduct the piece se the
compoper intendoi. (You may want to tape
your experiment so that you can listen to
all of UN= before selecting.) Discuss
the differences. Row do change. in inten-
sity of sound affect the expressive quality
of a composition?
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MUSIC I

8.3 Put together a sound and projected
image program that presents your Jo.
pressions of relationships between in-
tensities of color. (Think about the
hue and intensity cr the image, ways
in which you can ineorporate the
actual musical symbols for dynamics.)
Discuss your program with others.
How are their impressions different
from (ths same as) yours? Became
familiar with the vocabulary of in-
tensity and use it in your discuo-
alone. Share your program with
younger etudento.
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ICIPLORIIC MS FREVONERA rna WIEEM MOMS liCES

JIMMIE ABOUT KAMM AND ITS AFFECTS

9.1 Select s song you keow, one you have written
or compose a new one. Sing each note quietky

while you explore the sutobarp for chords
that support and 'sound right/. If you have

the music notated, write the names of the

chords above the staff so that they are
lined up with the notes.
Many music books have the autoharp chord:,
already written with the songs. Check

your choices against the hook. If there

are differenCes, try it both weys. Listen

to the differences and find out why they

may have happened.

9.P Investigate the pitch relationships of the
strings on folk instruments auch as the
guitar, banjo, dulcimer, zither and suto-

harp. Learn about the tuning and plmviag
of these instruments, the way the autoharp
plays rhorde, the fingering that is neo-
essary for the others. Listen to their

timbre and intensity; and select one that
you want to play well. AB you become more
proficient, develop chording for folk bal-
lads, spirituals, hymns and tongs you have

composed.
(The chord organ may be an interesting ex-
perience fvr thcsr who play the,. piano.)

9.3 Learn to identify major and minor chords.
Listen to various examples of compopitions
in major and minor keys, discussing choice
of harmony in each casr.

O

MUSIC 9

9.4 Sing several well known rounds. Lin-

ten to the vertical harmov resulting

from the linear melodies. Listen to

recording, of or analyse the motstion
for rounds, canons, pokyptonic forme.
Study the historical development of

harmony.

1 3 S



EXFICRIRC TKE MUMMA WITH WHICH COKPOSERS WORE
LEARNING ABOUT DURATION AND ITS AFFECTS

10.1 Watch a track and field team practicing.
See the action of legs, arms and body.
Hear the pounding of feet; the swish of
arms, the thuds of bodies end equipment.
Count the steps between hurdles, before
a pole veult, the wind up of the hammer

thrower, etc. Notate the movement pat-
terns of the hurdle Jumpers, broad jump-
ers, pole vaulters, 4avelin and discus

throwers, runners. (If you already know
the =mon symbols for long and short dur-
ation, use that; if not, invent a system.)

e.g. - - OR

might be the movement pattern of a hur-

dle jumper. What would it look like if
the jumper snagged the hurdle on the way

over? Using length (apps. 6 ft.) of
magnetic tape, "draw" your notated pat-
terns on the tape by piercing, scratch-
ing, narking the eurface. (You will

went tO experiment a bit first so that
you can control the type and duration of

each murri produced by fetch methods.)
Listen to your tape, edit If necessary.

Listen to other peoples tapes. revelop

a sound collage, "Track and Field," ar-

ranging the sound durations in signifi-

cant and pleasing patterns. Listen for

accents, syncopation, tempo and possi-
bilities for organising the rhythm into

regular petterns. Score the entire

sound collage. Try.using band or or-
chestral instruments to produce the
patterns and spirit of your sound col-

lage. Select t!.ose thet are most approp-
riate according to timbre and intensity.

Decide on pitch voquences, dynmnics. Per-

haps 'MOO of the sounds; will lend them-
valves tc, descents. Orchestrate. Share

81

MUSIC 10

your composition with others. roordin-

ate a film collage with your pound col-

lage.
:eat a few alternative beginrdng
points:

Names of friends, classmates, teach-

ers
Words in the news
Musical terms
Words of a poem
Watching a filmed dance without the

sound
Studying architectural features,
tobile and pedestrian traffic pat-
terns and other facets of city

life
Following s stream throegh woods

and fields
(or watch "The Water Says"
Churchill Films, without sound)

Favorite pop wings
A reminder; You may have to tune your

ear to learning and feeling duration

by repeating the initial section of
this experience in a number of differ-

ent situations.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



RIMMING THE PliF2MENA W1TH WHIN COMPOSERS WIIHR

LEARNIM ABOUT DURATION AhTh ITS AFFROTS

11.1 Select at randar a number ef musical scores
or music tooks. Ncte the tempo indicated

on each. (Sometimes this is numerically
notate!, sometimes with words.) Set a met-

ronome at th designated tempos. Try to

feel what is meant by andante, allegro,
= I2n, etc. Try singing or playing some

op ,sejortel pieces st a tempo other than

the one d'rignated. What happens to the

spirit of the music? Ask one or your
classmates to play or sing one of his or
her selections and to allfw you to tell
what the designated tempo is. Listen to

recordings kl tone poems, movements of
eymphonies, operatic arias, jams, country
western, rocic and try identify the
tempo, thinking all the while of the moci
or feeling the tempo engenders. Choose

one -f par ,hvn cotpesitions and play or
sing it at lifferent tempos. How does
the feeling of the music change when you

alter the tory.?

11.2 What ir the r,lationship between tempo and
moie7 find R piece of music you can sing
or play that is written in a major key and

fast tempo. Experiment with changing the
key tc mLnor and the tempo to slow. Try

other cemiinations fast, minor; slow,

mnjer. Row is the feeling of the music

change!? Th, e.-.1e7 The Tnmpo? Both?

11.3 flay eatching muter games:
Listen to three selections and chc4tse
the two that are the sane.
Listen to a selection sung or played
by a clasnmate ami identify the meter.

MUSIC I I

Row is meter difforentintei from a
rhythmic pattern? How many differ-

ent meterm are th,tc? Row iovr,

acc-nt help y 4 l' nni r-,1

11.4 Flay or ring a musical rrlection in
meterr other than those IesIgnatetp
i.e. a waltz in 2/4 time, a march
in timo, etc, How does mwter
affect the spirit ant feeling of
the musie

14()



INVESTIGATING THE WAYS COMPOSERS !MITE IDEAS
AND FEELINGS WITH Fn103,

12.1 As you lintrn to, play and ring music you
will hear the various ways composers have
organized sound. Wye your arms, all of

you if you like, in movnments sdggested

by Us flow uf music as you listen to yr
sing songs, sue?) !WI

Michael Rcw the Fret Wore
Sometimes I Feel Like n ht,thrloss Child

Havah Nagilah
Erie Canal

Which one maken you feel as though you
should mrve in a quick, choppy way? in a
flowing, mr.,eping way7 in a snappy way':

What causes this change in feeling?
Which bee chnnt-like phrases? Which one

has a aze which is similar to the thirl
mnvemPn. ef ReethDven's Symphony M. ?

12.2 List, then sing sme of the songs you know
and while singing them, hear and feel the

phrasing in each. Is there a particular

phrasing pattern in most spirituals7 hal-

lads? hymne7 What are these patterns or

forms? What kind of feeling is given to
the entire piece by the phrasings the rep-
etition ant contrast of phrases? Select

one of the melodies from yyur jnurnal or
cocpose a nep one. Think abeut the idea

or feeling you are trying to express ani

ways in which you can amplify that ides

and feeling tly rephrasing, repeating the
phrase, modifying the phrase through
changing the calence or adding variations
such as syncopation, singing or playing
the phrase pnttern on different tones or

in different keys. Add words if you like.

Once you have fully developed ynur
composition, ahnre it with your
friends end ask them to identify the

phrasing pattern. Discuss with 'hem

the feelinps they experiencri Rs they
t 1=e5r "r playe! y ir

12.1 Think of an event in yL.ur Jay.
Pulli a pentntrnic nelniy rn rer nafn-

te,11s.
Add a contrasting section ty crest" n

two part (AB) composition. Repeat the

Flynt section following' the contrast-
ing section, to create a three part

(ABA) composition. Add an introluet-
ion, Interlude and/or coda to the

composition. Add two more contrasting
sections to create a r:ndo (APACA:A%



INVIDITTOATISO TO VATS MIXERS UNITE IDEAS
AND FEELIRCS WITH LARGE P114S

13.1 Listen to several examples ofs

concertos opera

cantatas musiral

srmphonies
danee suttee

Rote the similarities within each form
and the differencee among the various

forms. Think about the effect of the

form on the idea or feeling expressed.
Then recollect 417 event in your OVA

life (or imagine one), select one of
the forms that you think is most sp.
propriate and develop a one minute
composition that reflects on your life

event. 4nl1st instrumantellete to
help you in orchestrating your compo-

sition.

13.2 Select a comic strip and compose 4 short
opera, suite or symphony in which each
section captures the mood and spirit of

each picture in the strip. You may no-

tate your music so that otbers may pro

duee it accurately. If you choose the
operatic form yi-u will want to coosider
the fevel,prent vf the litrettv es well.

13.3 Listen to and compare Rsvel's polars), and

Honegger's /Scale 231. What are the

similarities? The differences? What

zusical components are emphasised? How
is the form delineated by their use?
How dr, tLey affect your reeponee? Using
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Rubta.

percussion instruments compose a piece

that emphasizes one of the basic topical

components used in Dolero mnd racif,Ac 231.

Could you compose a similar piece using

vocal soundp7 If so, what changes, if

any, would you take? Would the express-

ive effect be the same? different? If

different, in what ways?

142



14.1

UNDERSTANDING STYLES AND mum=

REFLORIIC THE ORIGIN OF STYLE

Cemposers develop ways of expressing themselven through

umadc that become accepted modes, However, because

composers are also individual seerching tor uniqueness

and quality of expression, these very modes are challenged.

selprt a pprioi in the history of humankind.

put tAtsther a sound collage of represent-

stive music from that era; that is, ths music

the peopde listened to in their homee and at

concerts. Analyze the music as to types of

instruments that were played and therr Bounds.

Any modes of phrasing, designation of melcdy-

carrying instruments, accepted organisatiomml

aspects, etc. Then discover which azamposers

were writing luring that era. Listen to their

pounds. How are they different? alike Find

out how the sounds of these composers were ace-

cepted. (Biographers are of great help in

thls.) As a follow up to your audio taping

and research, put together a visual abstraction--

(color yeah, geametrie pattern) perhape pro.

jected -- that reflects on the spirit of the

acceptei music of the ere wad another set for

the new sounds of that era. Hew are they dif-

ferent? alike Share your program with your

friends. Discuss with them the appropriatnees

of your visuals for the music. You may want

to share your insights with younger students

taking along same of the instruments that were

used and allowing them to discover setae of the

sounds theee instruments make.

14.2 As a class, select a poem (or write one) to

which you emu work up an accompaniment. Find

out how many varieties of sounds you can make

with familiar classroom instrumente; tambour-

ines, drums, hells, cloves, etc. Use different

items to strike them, shake them, stroke them,

keeping in mind the feeling or spirit of the

9S

MIMIC 14

poem you selected. (Slams composers have

developed new instruments in order to

have the sounde they wanted.) Develp

your accompaniment and share it with

your clasamatee. Listen to their's.

Record each, if possible. Note the

likenesses brought about by use of sim-

ilar inetruments sod one theme, and the

differences brought about by the individ-

ual imagination and feelings of the

pecple who composed the accompaniments.

14.1 Similar experiences may be developed

through the use of pictures, visitations

to galleries, observations of feetivals,

sports events, political rallies, etc.

asd by using the voice and musical in,

struments as sound aceompanioent. It is

important in each instance that you focus

attention on how lym aml inside as you

see, touch, taste or hear. Your feelings

may be entirely
different from the person

next to you and that la fine; take adven.

tage of that difference; this helps you

to develop me Alale.
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UNEYASTANDING THAT INTUITION, IMAGINATION AV SELECTION griF

XY1 INGREDIENTS OF ALL CREATIVE ENTFAl'IG

The processes used by composers varies from person to person.
Saxe work within hiShly organised structures as with the mathe-
matics of twelve tones, others work spontaneously as the
"thoupht ntrikes them." Whichever the el.., intlitinn, twin-

atlen and selection Cannot be orerlot+. I.

1 Working in groups of ! or E people, select
two pitchel instruments and two having in-

definite pitches. Choose the instrumento

at random. Allow the pounds made by the
instrumntn to influence the general organ-
ization of the piece. The conductor ip
really the composer in this experience, for
upon hearing the sounds and variations the
coniuctor makes almost instantaneous de-

cisinns. Which instrument or instruments?
In auccescion? together? How loud? How fast?
If a tape recorier i2 used, instant playbacid
will all,. tr r. r. e.lor!iv, incision making.

15.2 tlsee sk,Imils you would like to include

in a o "f" either environmental

sounds or classroom instruments. As oonductor
you determine tte order of sounds nnh the over-

fill Ow, ! injr-!-Asation.

1.1 :Slickly write tcwn rr phrases that rep-
resPnt an 1:ea or recllectins of a dream., a
fan'ar), r thing; y-.1.4 :ouli like to do. Say

the esi'aliohing ft spoken rhythm. Be-

gin voralt-ing the wcris, asrigning pitches,
timtre ahl intensity to them until you have
resolve: it c'mpr,sitional form. Ask your
frtonj3 t y .0 orchestrate your compo-
sition by striping th- tones and patterns as

yo%1 r
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LEARNING VOCABULARIES, TOOLS AND SYSTEMS

16.1 Watch people et work cr play. Analyse
their actiens for the dominant motions
mod those that are cumplementary.
(i.e. a sh masker hammering nails into
place in a heel Is complemented by
bumximg buffers, clippieg snips to re.
:eve nail heals, eviah of Aye brush,
Banding whine to remove rough edges of

leather, etc.) If you to nct play a
musical inatrument, ask your friends
who dc V. play umder your direction.
Describe to them the aound you want

to hear. learn the iescri-,'Ive vo-
cabularies, e.g., intensity Is de.
scribed as Inid or soft, pitch as high

or lee. The more specific you aro,
the more likely you ere te get the
seund ycu

Working in grvupe c.neisting at
least one conductor and three in.
etrumentalists chosen because of
their instrement's pitch diversity
wad timbre, select a conic strip for

which music will be written. The
emphasis of your compcsing ahould be
on capturing the mood and spirit of

each picturr. Ask thoee who are
playing the bostruments to help in
notating the music. Use whatever
dynamic eymbols and vncabulary that
you need in order that another grow
may produce your clmposition eccurately
and expressively. Read a music critic's
description of a performance. !tote the

deecriptive Necabulary used.
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It..4 Flay "MYetery Melode games
. Think of a melody silently ant tap

the rhythm of one or two phrases.
If ne one identifies the selection,
give adiltlonal cl-les with centour
irawing in the air cr pitch level
signals. If there is still no
identification, place motes on n

staff in their proper locations.
(The staff may be permanently
drawn on the board, be on n bulletin
board or permanently drawn on the

floor.) If there is still no itenti-
fiestion, ask someone to supply the
syllables. (do, me, sol, eol, sol,
la, la, aol) while clapping 'he pr,F.
er rhythm and accent.

. Place the notes of the opening phrase(s)

of a selecticn on the chalk board staff.
First person to identify the piece mal
put on the next. (If two are notating
at once, there will be no time lag.)

Try the above games with phrases other

than the first.

lb.4 Read a music critic's description of a
performance. (Preferably one you have

attended.) Note the descriptive vocab-

ulary used. Nov does it compare with
the vocabulary a composer or conductor
uses to direct a performance?

1 .1 5



UNDER ST ALICE% AND UFO IE 1 tt MUSIC

Sensing the composer'a approach is an important key to the apprec-

iation and underatanding, though not necessarily the enjoyment of

music. Something -- ite Owthme, me2adlee, noo-f, whatever -- may
attract your attention to the music even though you do not under-

stand it. In many cases you feel it and its meaning Is not trans-

latable. If you open your ears and inner selves to seeking the

music's form or attitude or origin (socinl, literary, psychological)

cowling and quality will become more el-nr.

17.1 After you create and share your music, dis-
cuss listening strategies in relation to your

work. }Mchange perceptions with your audience.
Compare your strategien with the way you de-
veloped understanding and appreciation for

foottell, howling, etc.

17.2 Liat.11 to 4 ,ork such Fir "Amores No. 1" ty

John Cage "liinoh Ly Cowell.

Listen t. it otv,ral times. Immeliately
jot !own symtol:. or . ria that repree-ent

the !Jess Qr fPelinv thtat you hear! in
Olie yourself ns you listened. Compare

your renctions with yur clasnmates. !r-

tontine what kind of resiing, research,
further lietrning ani cll".er life exper-

iences wouti help tinier:Ann.! ani

appreciate such murie. Ht4 have com-
pos-rs changed the "rules of the game7"
You May rilow the same proce.lure with
the music of clITT e:xpo$ers, both. e n-
ter.porary nni .f ;t.! th

17.3 Review the outline for "artists in the
school-' presented as nn "Arts Experience'
and arrafele for :Furh a ruzillc happening in

your schcol.

BO
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UNDERSTANDING MUSIC AS ENTERTAINMENT, RECREATION AND RITUAL

Sour music is mostly for the people singing ami playing, some mostly or

the people listening and some moistly for Ideals of truth or worship. Who

makes the music and how and where they make music can give a clue as to
the kind of purpose the music may have. *Without music life would be a

Nietzche

1P.1 Go on a music hunt with your tape recorder.
Findx chlIireD Dinging as they play, workers
singing or whistling, adults singing to young
children, people dancing or just listening.
&peed the list and for each example, record
a sample the music and note who was making
the music and the circumstance. Compare your

findings with others in your class. Discus§
your conclusions as to the form of the music,
its morrt, why music was von in evidenet'w

18.2 Think, of the rituals or ceremonials you may have

seen or participated in. What are the qualities

of a ritual? What special events are coming up
on your schoel calendar? In your life? Try to

devise A ritual for the occasion. Compose the

music, write the lyrics, design the place and
movements mot perhaps costumes.

18.3 A question for your research and consideration.
A philosopher, Nietsche, said, *Without music
life would te a mistake.* Do you think he would

be in favor (T Muzak?

147
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DEVZLOPINC SKILLS AND SENSITIVITIES

Developing control of the phenomenon of sound depends upon:

working for accuracy and clarity, perceiving with discernment,

recognising inner responses, understanding variety of ep.

pro:aches axed experiencing sound as creative expression of

ideas and feelings. Sensitivity is heightened through every

music experience, whether these be learning about, cresting

or evalusting and enjoyingmusic. The following ftre 9mn 0. zst

the types of experiences that Should be sought:

19.1 Singing solo and choral music expressively

19.2 Flaying an instrument or several instruments

expreasively

in ensambles

as a solo artist

for personal pleasurP

19.) Composing expressively through the use of the

slementy:

pitch

duration

timbre

intensity

and the concomitant elsoents of:

melody

harmony

rhythm

form

tempo (pace)

texture (densit)0

90

lg.', Listening with personal involvement --
feeling the vounds, opening yourself

to new experiences.

1.18



CONCEPTS THROUGH PROCESS
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WRITING EXPERIENCES

There are those who argue that writing is one of the 'media' and
therefore should be included with 'MEDIA* as an arts area. That

same argument, howtver, would place art, music, dance and drama in
the media framework also and each of the arts has characteristics,
appeals and creative modes that are distinctive and personal.

Writing has, of course, always been part of the curriculum of the

schools, Perhaps because much of the Communication between teacher
and student has been in the form of the written word. This is probably

the reason why writing has not been given its due as an art form.

The experiences includiwi in this packet are intended to help students
and teachers to move writing from just utility or function to its

rightful place ea an art. Many of them focus directly on Poetry
because this particular form is so frequently neglected.

15i;
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EXPLORING THE VERBAL EXPRESSION OF thkihERSTANDINGS,
FEELINGS AND VALVES

1.1 With a group of your friends stand or sit
quietly and inconspicuously in separate
places where you ean observe the same group
of people. Jot down words that you associate
with the feelings, sounds, expressions of
which yeti become aware. Compare your
jottings with your friends. Say the words
loudly, quietly, fast and Slowly. How
does the meaning change with the manner
of speech? from person to person? What
connections are there between what is
meant and the sound of the word7 Write
a paragraph in which you explore some
idea or emotion which you have observed.
Find out who else has written about the
Same idea or emotion so that you may compare
and share your insights.

1.2 Select several poems tin translation/ from
various languages which deal with similar
subject matter. Discuss the poems in
terms of the emotional and intellvotual
values they communicate. What are the
differing cultural perceptions? Why
might the individual poet have been
motivated by the particular subject?
experience? Listen to recordings or ask
people ielo speak the language to read the
poems in their original language. Do you
receive 'Mu, sane feeling from the words?
why:

1.1 Write a paragraph in the first-
person assuming the identity of
another (perhaps famous) person.
Speculate about the ways other
people feel based upon what you
know about them, even if that
information is stereotyped. What
difficulties did you have in
assuming the 'persona" of another,
in attempting to think and feel
as another person:

1.4 See experience 7.3.
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UNDERSTANDING THE $IMILARITIES CW MEANS AND FORMS
OF VERNAL EXPRESSION WITHIN A CULTURE

2.1 Search out examples of poetry (in
translation) of various cultures
and periods within that culture's
history. Do not neglect groupl such as
American Indian, Japanese, Polynesian.
Hindu and the various African cultures.
How may you characterize the writings
of these peoples? Are there distinctive
forms and what are the distinguishing
features of these forms? What are some
of the ways in which the poems change
because of meaning or intent?
Some suggestions for additional search-
ing:
-Does every culture have poems of
the "nursery rhyme flavor? If so,
what are their topics; how do they
flow; what are their purposes?
'Who was 'Mother Goose"?
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WRITING 2

7.2 Search out recordings (or people who
could make recordings) of:
l'oems that are distinctly
characteristic of a particular group
of people
-music Of that people played on
instruments that are distinctly
representative (i.e., the sitar, the
koto, the balalaika)
.danoes that are representative of that
people (video recordings or films
or actual danCe groups)
What are the links among these and
with other forms of expression of a
particular groupthe tones? the
movement or flaw? the rhythmic patterns?
the philosophic view of life? the
energy?
Once you have the °feel of the eultute°,
try putting yourself into the poet's
vole and write a poem that reflects
the flow, rhythm, form of the culture.
Is this possible to achieve? Why?
What do you have to know, to do,
to be?
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UNDERSTANDING THE UNIQUENESS OF INDIVIDUAL soFTs WITHIN A CULTURE

3.1 Select an event (political, social,
a school or community affair) and
participate in it as an active observer,
doer or facilitator. Jot down highlights
of feelings, ideas or happenings.
Expand your thoughts either orally
with a tape recorder or by writing phrases,
single words, complete thoughts on paper.
Adjust them, reorder them, expand them
as you feel you must in order to say
what you want to say, in order to convey
what you mean or feel.
Share and compare your work with your
friends. How are your poems different?
Do they all give the full narrative of
the event or are some ofthem emotional
expressions about the event or do some
of them pick out specific situations or
characters within the event?

3,2 Write an "acrostic"--a poem in which
the first letter of each line spells
a word or group of words as it is read
vertically. (The Puritans used this form
as an elegy. A good acrostic employing
the name of the deceased was a sign that
the deceased was 'saved'.)
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3.1 Read a free verse poem by william
Carlos Williams. Compare the diction
(language) to the word choices made
by Shakespeare in one of his sonnets.
(This could develop into a larger
discussion about the nature of rhythm
and rhyme, and even the "thematic"
form of the sonnet--presentation of a
problem, expounding and developing
problem and resOlution--as compared
to the aims of free verse: natural
speech rhythms, etc.)
Out of what circumstances have
these two poets written? What were
the outside influences upon them?
the inside influences? What might
some of the topics be if Shakespeare
were writing today?
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EXPLORING THE PHENOMENA WITH WHICH WRITERS WORK WRITING 4

4.1 Make a list of any 10 words. Pronounce
them carefully, asking your friends to
deride which words appeal to them most
in terms of 1) the sounds of the words.
2) the meanings of the words, and 31 their
associitions.

Sample list:
because
dark
that
house
stagger
explain
ain't
cat
piney
wonderful

Which words are alive? Which are
neutral as far as evoking sensory
response? Which are the least
appealing in the terms suggested
above?

4.2 Mistranslation. Listen to a poem in a
foreign language (such as Pablo Neruda's
"La Huelga"). Write down in English what
you think you hear. Read what you have
written to your friends. Some of the
"poems mistranslations" will make logical
sense. Others will simply be a collection
of images. Discuss the ways in which you
have had to rely solely on your auditory
sense to create with words.

4.3 Contemporary poets are primarily
image-makers (as opposed to being
narrators). An image is language
which causes the reader to imagine
physical sensation.
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Read the following lines
1) 'a drowsy numbness pains my sense'
2) "A beaker full of..,the blushful

wine"
31 "verdurous glooms and winding

mossy ways"
4) "soft incense hangs upon the boughs"

"The murmurous haunt of flies
on summer eves"

Discuss which sensesthese lines cause
you to imaqine.

4.4 Make a list of five things which have
happened to you during the past
week (things which you feel are
important). Select one event and
write a paragraph describing it and
causing the reader to imagine it
in terms of each of the five senses.

4.5 Select a rhyme or several lines
of a poem. Read them aloud. Rewrite

them. For example:

Mary had a little Iamb
Whose fleece was white as snow.
And everywhere that Mary went
The lamb was sure to go.

or

Mary owned a small lamb
With snowy fleece
Which followed her
Wherever she went.

Do the two versions mean the same
thing? Are they the same thing?
Why? What is the effect of altering
the rhythm?
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UNDERSTANDING THE IMPORTANCE OF ONITINO IDEA WITH FORM OR PATTERN

5.1 Compare the various modes that yore used
with works such as Beowulf, "My Last
Duchess" and "The Soul Selects Her Own
Society." How do the modes differ
in terms of the poets' attempts to
express their experiences and cultural
values?

5,2 Search out examples of narrative, dramatic
and lyric modes among contemporary
American poets tor any other culture of
your choice!. Try to find those that
reflect the same topic or thematic
material. Decide whether the poet could
have used a different mode and still
obtained the same feeling or idea.
What is it within the person of the poet
that determines the mode of expression?
For example, what are the possible
reasons why Emily Dickinson selected
the lyrie rather thin the dramatic mode
to express herself? What were the thematic
concerns of Anne Bradstreet and Edward
Taylor? How lid these concerns affect
their writing and ours three hundred
years later?

5.4 Write t:ve sentences on a piece of
paper: rhe first two sentences are
to begin with the word 'Tree° or any
othor word of your choices the third
and fourth do not begin with "Tree',
and the fiffc again begins with the
word "Tree".

What formal pattern unifiee the sentences
in terms of image and theme? Whet is
the su1,1,t matter of lines three and fovr?

WRITING S

c.4 A basic medium for many poets is the
line. Look at some poems in both
traditional forms and free vei.e.
How are the lines structured? How
and why is rhyme bmployed? Familiarize
yourself with the 'erms 'enjambment"
trun-on line) and "olosed line."
What are the differeet effects
achieved by a line of poetry which
ends with sone punctuation mark Os
opposed to a line which doesn't?
Do closed lines always create an
emotional resolution in the reader:
do enjambed lines always create
tension? What does line structure
do? Why would a poet t1e so enneerned?

Write a four line poem (peihaps
rhyming ABAB) in which each line is
closed. Then rewrite the poem
employing emiambment. Discuss
the differences in the techniques.

5.5 See experience 6.2.
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WRITING 6

UNDERSTANDING STYLES AND CONVENTIONS
DEVELOPING PERSONAL STYLETRANSCENDING CONVENTIONS

6.1 Search out the names and some of the
works of poets or writers who are
known for their individualistic
or convention breaking styles. For
example; Gertrude Stein, 1Rak Diensen,
E.E. Cummins. If possible listen to
reee,rdings of the artists reading their
own work. What is it about their work
that makes it different, that breaks
with tradition? Haw does the 'break'
give meaning to the work that would
not he there had the artist used
coneentif,nal forms?

5.2 The placement of words on the paper can
intensify or influence the meaning and
feeling. Recollect something that
happened to you recently; an event in
which you participated, a dream or idea
you have had. Think of your recollection
in the content of the shapes of words
or things, of high points and low points
of feeling, importance certain aspects
of the event or idea, etc. Toy with
the placement and sire of significant
words a sheet of apper. For example:
if the word 22x is printed in small,
concise, even strokes in the lower right
hand corner of an 8 x 11 sheet of
paper mean the same thing as joy written
in the shape of a roller coaster 4 inches
hiqh nd II inches long?
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Some additional thematic suggestions:
."1 AM"--words taking on the shape
of Me
."The street where I live'words
and phrases, lines of poetry which
through shape, size, spacing, rhythm,
sound give a concrete image visually
and verbally.
&"That Time*
."That Person°

6.1 Prepare a set of overhead transparencies
or slides using either illustrations
of word associations or calligraphically
written words. Develop a sound tape
to be used in conjunction with the
slides. Share your assemblage with
others and discuss your nsights with
them.

lYou may want to check out Words and
Calligraphy for Children by John Cataldo
and Concrete Poetry: A World View by Mary
Ellen Solt.
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UNDERSTANDING THAT INTUITION. IMAGINATION AND
SELECTION ARE MEV INGREDIENTS OF ALL ARTISTIC ENDEAVORS

7.1 Rerollert and write (in prose) one
of your dreams. Select a single aspect
of your dream experience which you feel
ts ningt interesting and render it in
tetms of images in a free verse poem.

Share your poem with your friends and
use the poem (along with the original
dream description) as a basis for
comparison and discussion of your own
processes of selection.

7.2 Locate first drafts and completed poems
(by Yeats, for example) and distribute
copies of each to your friends. Discuss
the changes which have occurred and the
possible reasons why the poet made them.
How is the poem improved? How is it
changed?

7.3 Go on a sensory hunt. See things, feel
things, hear things, taste things. Narrow
your sensing powers to one particular sense;
i.e., hearinglisten to the sounds around
you. Jot them down phonetically. Don't
worry if some of your jottings are not
known words. Use size and placement to
indicate significance, your inner responses
and reactions. Don't ponder over your jottings.
Put down the first thing that comes to you.
You may reorder or delete or add when ynu
return to your classroom or home.
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7.4 Work with one of your friends.
Take turns making a sound vocally,
with a part of your body or with
something from the environment. As

quickly as possible write down
a symbol for that sound. Remember,
a symbol reflects the meaning of
the sound to you as well as the
reproduction of the sound. Also.
you may have to make up syllables
or words.

r

Share your symbols with others. See

if their i....terpretations of what
you have put on paper are what you

intended.
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INVENTING AND DEVELOPING VOCABULARIES. TOOLS AND SYSTEMS

Just as words are carefully chosen for their meanings and
relationships within a poeM or paragraph, the words that are used

to describe and evaluate the written text are highly specialized. The

more exact these words are the more meaningful is the communication.
Consistent use of terms is important from the initial experience to the

highest level.

8.1 Select an object (coin, feather, etc.)
and write a few sentences describing how
the object feels. Name some other
Ih i? you've touched at some trEWUhich
ee s most like the object you have

been writing about. Name something that
is most opposite in feeling. Discuss
figurative language: the process in
which the reader will make cOMparisons
by considering one idea or image in terms
of another: use the terms "simile'
and 'metaphor.'

What do the following mean literally?
What does each mean figuratively?

'He has ants in his pants'

21 "In last night's game the Yankees
axed the Red Sox.'

31 "John growled.'

4) "Because I could not stop for
Death. He kindly stopped for me."

51 'The nffzce of the Presidency, Sir,
needs 4 man with a little gray in
has hair..."
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WAITING 0

S.? Read a critique that has been written
of a particular poet or writer's
work. Note the vocabulary that was
used by the critic. Compare your
interpretation of the critic's view
with your friends' interpretations
of the critic's view. How are the
interpretations the same. different?
Why7 How do you know what the critique
is all about?

8.3 Organize and present one of your
poems as a multi-media program. Openly
discuss your poeM with others. Make
note of the differences and similarities

in interpretation: those that were
constant among all the viewers;
those that seemed to elicit difforent
reactions. Decide whether you want
to maintain such diversity of
interpretation or whether you can
make changes In the program or
possibly the poem itself that wall
eliminate the diversity.

8.4 See experience 7.4developing 4
different system.
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UNDERSTANDING A WORK OF ART

9.1 With a group of your friends, write
a collaborative poem. There are any.
number of topics from which to choose or
consider one of the following:
'The Fictional Us--each person writes an
untrue line about him-or-herself.
Celebration of Us--each person

writes a line that 'toasts* the group
-z Street School--each person writes a
line characterizing the school
'Y Street--each person writes a line
fantasizing or describing the neighbor-
hood in which he or she lives.

As a :roup listen to the lines au they are
read. Decide on the order in which they
should appear. Decide on any word
changes, rhythmic pattern, rhyming
patterns that should be established. You
may want to develop a super-concrete poem
that would hang in your classroom or school
hall, or to develop a multi-media program.

9.2 Make arrangements for a poet or writer to
read his or her work, interact with you
and your friends by working with you as
you write, and to talk about the origin
of ideas for writing.
(See outline in Arts Experiences.)

WRITING 9

9.3 After hearing a reading, discuss
your inner responses, what you need
to know to understand the form of the
poetry, what kinds of experiences would
help you to feel more comfortable
with it, how you may remedy your
feelings of inadequacy. Perhaps
you will want to read or to hear
additional works by the poet, listen
to records, find out more about the
topic, style, check on the vocabulary
or the metaphors, ete.
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WRITING 10

EXPLORING PLAY. ENTERTAINMENT;AND RITUAL
AS POETIC FORMS

10.1 Listen on playgrounds as children
play, in nurseries as children dress.
on corners as people talk, in churches
as people worship. Make mental notes
or write down the rhymes and rhythms
of such everyday activities in which
people participate. Note the
Occasions when people seem to naturally
give a poetic style to what they
are saying. Collect and put together
a multi-image-sound program that
celebrates living--your friends, their
activities--and share it with them.

10.2 Observe and listen at a football game
or other sport in light of ritualising
the various aspects of the occasion.
Note the atmosphere, tempo, rhythm.
Develop the ritual so that others may
participate in it.

202

10.3 Play the analogy game by taking
turns writing self-portraits using
other living things that most
closely remind you of yourselves
when doing certain common things
such as walking, talking, etc.

1O.4 See popcorn ritual in Art Experiences.
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DEVELOPING SXILLS AND WORKING STYLES

As you work to refine your skills and your personal
style you will find yourself spending much time in the
exploration of the writings of other people of both
pest and present times; in becoming keener perceivers of
the people and things around you; more aware of your inner
responses to these things, people and ideas; more critical
of the lines you write and more intensely occupied with
writing, jotting, reordering and revising. You will find
that in most cases the best feelings and ideas for you
come from within yourself. Sometimes, however, the best
way to identify those feelings and ideas to find out what
other artists (dancers, composers, filmmakers and playwrights.
in particular) are doing and saying.
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